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House agrees to revive
multi-bank holding bill.

Leprechaun
lets secrets
of St. Patrick
slip to public

17

Walk carefully, quietly through a secluded field
greening with new grass, and listen. The wind
creaks the heavy limbs of budding trees and dry
weeds whisper as they are blown together. Now
bend closer to that outcropping of rocks, nearer the
mossy gray boulder. Hear it?
Tack-tack-tack!
Lean over now,easy,slow, reach and ... grab!
"Hey! What're ye tryin' to do, crush me guts, ye
imbeceel?"
Hold tightly, because you've just caught one of
the rarest of creatures,a leprechaun.
"Aye, ye got me, ye rascal. What a brave boyo
big fella like yeself catchin' a two-foot tall,
harmless shoemaker like me. No doubt ye want
some favor or ye would've not gone to such
despicable trouble."
What to do with a leprechaun once he is caught?
Traditionally the lucky captor wins the right to be
granted three wishes. A reporter with an approaching deadline might ask for an interview — a
St. Patrick's Day celebration from a leprechaun's
viewpoint.
"Arrgh, how degradin' for such a fine little fella
as meself. All right, boyo, if that's what ye want."
POOP!
• • •
Sure enough,a neatly typed report was found that
afternoon on the editor's desk at 106 North Fourth
St. in Murray. That same report follows, in the little
guy's own words: We wee folk get no rest from
you giants. If you're not trying to catch a little
fellow when he's not looking, you're digging up his
home for a new disco. And then you spend an entire
day acting foolish in our honor! I'll never understand you big brains.
St. Patrick's Day is named in honor of ... well take
a guess if you're so smart.
Patrick is the patron saint of dear ole Ireland, the
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emerald isle of my dreams. Some folks say March
17 is his birth day, others think it's the date of his
death. Some wee people are in the know about the
matter, but don't expect me to let you in on the
secret. You big people think you know so much, but
you can't even find out when a man was born or
died.
Pat's daddy was from an old Roman family. Most
"experts" — HA! — believe Pat was born at
Kilpatrick, Scotland, around 387. Of course, other
experts disagree with both the date and place. They
say it was just too long ago to know for sure. Doesn't
seem so long ago to me.
As a laddie, Pat was captured by Irish marauders
and served as a slave for six years. He learned the
Celtic language and became acquainted with the
people and customs before he finally escaped.
Before you know it, Pat devoted his life to religion
and began his studies at a monastery. His abilities
were pointed out to the Pope in Rome at the time,
and the fine boyo found himself in Ireland again,
quick as a cat.
Pat wasn't the first Christian missionary to land
on the island, but he was the first to totally devote
his time to the pagans there. The previous missionaries concerned themselves mainly with those
already-converted emigrants from the continent.
You might say the pagan priests were a wee bit
disturbed that they no longer had a monopoly on the
religion handle. Good ole Pat had quite a few tussles
with the local Druids,but the wise1M keptahead of
the rascals quite nicelk
splacipel Mew
Pat Introduced the
'thrives of the Rama
ture of Catholicism,
major force behind the
model,and is considered
conversion from paganism. Now this either hippened from the
or 460s-490s ... depends upon
which of your giant intellects you ask.
(Continued On Page 2)

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — A
bill to allow multi-bank holding
companies in Kentucky has come
back to life in the state House of
Representatives.
The House, which defeated the
bill 50-44 on Feb.4, agreed Tuesday to reconsider the bill and to
make it the first order of business
today.
The House voted 53-33 to suspend its rules to allow Rep. Lloyd
Clapp, D-Wingo, to make the motion to reconsider. The reconsideration motion then passed 4438.
An effort to revive the bill failed
last week after a half-hour of
parliamentary maneuvering.
The bill would allow holding
companies to buy up to three
Links a year in Kentucky, as long
as the company's total assets did
not exceed 20 percent of the total
bank deposits in the state.
The issue has divided the state
banking community, with a new
organization, Progressive
Bankers of Kentucky, being formed to push the bill. It is oppposed
by the Kentucky Bankers Association.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Jim
Bruce, D-Hopkinsville, has filed a
floor amendment to delay the effective date of the bill until July 1;1983 or earlier if interstate banking is permitted by Congress.

The Legislature finally broke
through a revenue logjam Tuesday and should be able to begin acting soon upon budget bills.
The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee approved a
major part of Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.'s revenue proposals — a truck
weight-distance tax that is
estimated will produce an additional $37 million a year.
The bill now goes to the full
House of Representatives, where
passage is expected to be easy.
"It's all greased, I know it's going to go," said Minority Floor
Leader Art Schmidt, R-Cold Spring.
The House easily approved a bill
backed by Brown to increase a
wide range of fees for state services. The bill passed 52-39 and
now goes to the Senate.
The bills came on a busy
legislative day in which the House
and Senate passed bills aixed at
addressing the problems-of drunk
drivers and abused spouses.
The Senate voted overwhelmingly 33-3 Tuesday for a bill which
would increase punishment for
drunk driving, including putting
first time offenders in jail for at
least two days.
The bill also gives courts the !attitude to revoke a license for six
months if the first offender
refuses to attend a driver education course or alcoholic treatment
program.

The penalties would get progressively heavier for second,
third and habitual offenders,.
ranging up to one year in jail, a
$1,000 fine and revocation of a
license for five years.
The Senate defeated an amendment which would have allowed a
police officer to arrest a person
for drunk driving even if he had
not seen the person driving a vehicle.
The House passed a bill to increase marriage-license fees to
help fund spouse-abuse centers.
The bill, which had been a target
of charges by fundamentalists
groups, passed 59-34 and now goes
to the Senate.
Under the bill, Kentucky's
marriage-license fee would increase from $4 to $14, with the additional money being earmarked
for the seven centers in the state.
The fundamentalists groups
charged that spouse-abuse
centers promote female homosexuality and radical politics.
The House passed a bill to give
the Legislature greater control
over highway construction projects. The Senate-passed bill was
approved 87-2 and goes to the
governor.
It would require the Secretary
of Transportation to submit at
least six months before each
legislative session a list of all
highway Construction projects
that are planned in the next fiscal
year.

Nute supporters startpetition
to ask board's reconsideration
A local petition drive is underway in an effort to force Calloway
County school board members so
reinstate basketball Coach Chic
Nute.
Following last week's school
board decision not to rehire Nute
as head basketball coach, a group
of about 45 community members
met and established the petition
drive.
The group, met in city park Sunday to discuss action that might be
taken. Following that meeting

Nute's supporters began
distributing petitions to various
local businesses.
The petitions contain the following information:
"We, the undersigned, do not
believe the Calloway County
Board of Education acted in the
best interest of the people they
represent in the firing of Coach
Chic Nute. Therefore, we support
the movement to reinstate Coach
Nute."
The petitions are an effort to

Officers hove new friend
By Phyllis 0. McCutcheon
Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee and Sheriff David Balentine have a
new companion.
Huggy, the law enforcement officials' new buddy who stands less
than four feet, will be traveling with the men to warn against drug
use and explain safety measures.
Fourteen-month-old Huggy will present his rogram at city and
county elementary schools in late April, according to the officers. As
of today, an exact date for his appearance has not
determined.
The entire expense of bringing Huggy to Calloway County will be
paid by Bank ofMurray.
Huggy will be in town with his aunt and uncle who are former
educators, they announced.
The unusual little gentleman was previewed to local news media
Tuesday when his appearance was announced. An extremely friendly individual, Huggy is most unique. According to his traveling companion, Jack McFarland, Huggy has 10 clones. "He even has a
sister,"McFarland said.
I believe youngsters in Murray and Calloway County will be in for a
'treat when the Sheriff and Police Chief bring their new-found friend
to visitnext month.

gauge community support for
rehiring Nute, a spokesman for
the group said.
County School Superintendent
Jack Rose said he has received no
information to date that would
cause him to reverse his recommendation that Note not be
rehired.
However, be received a call
from the group's elected
spokesman, Rudy Lovett, requesting information about a
special school board meeting to
furthàiiiiiinithe situation concerning Nute, Rose said.
The_superintendent explained
calling a special meeting of the
board, by law, requires approval
of either board chairman, Ferrell
Miller, or three of the five board
members.
According to Rose, Nute did not
receive a rehiring recommendation because he, Nute, did not provita the progress necessary for
establishing a winning program
as discussed in the meetings when
he was hired three years ago.
In last Thursday's board
meeting the board voted 3-2 to accept Rose's recommendation that
Nute not be rehired. In that vote,
Chairman Miller, Jerry Overbey
and Charles Reed voted not to
rehire the coach while members
Walter Byers and T.C. Hargrove
supported Coach Nute.

Hunt may not appear before grand jury
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan has scheduled a hearing next Monday for lawyers on
both sides to argue whether
former Democratic Party chief
Howard "Sonny" Hunt should be
called before a special grand jury.
James Neal, Hunt's lawyer,
argued on Tuesday that Hunt
should not be compelled to appear
before the grand jury, because to
do so would deny Hunt's rights of
due process and effective aid of
counsel.
Hunt, who pleaded guilty to
charges of mail fraud, conspiracy

and signing a false income tax
return, has been ordered to spend
three months in the Federal Correctional Institution at Lexington
pending final sentencing.
Neal argued that Hunt should
not be compelled to appear before
the panel, which is investigating
alleged corruption in state government, because the case is still pending until the final sentence is
handed down.
U.S. Justice Department lawyer
Marshall Jarrett said that Hunt's
rights would not be violated
because the prosecution was
prepared to seek immunity for

Hunt. Such a move would mean
that Hunt's testimony could not be
used against him.
Jarrett also said that the prosecution is concerned about the
statute of limitations on some
matters being considered by the
grand jury.
Noting that it has been three
years since the grand jury began
its probe, Moynahan told both
sides to research further case law
on the subject and report back to
him on Monday.
"I know you're in a hurry, but a
week won't matter," Moynahan
said.

CAR BUFFS — Morgan Nutt and Rita Giatras, both Murray State students from Louisville, took advantage
of 110-degree weather Tuesday to put a shine on his car.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

President receivesthe word:_
economic program in trouble
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan has the word from
Wall Street, Capitol Hill and even
from within his administration:
his economic program may fail to
spur sustained recovery of an
economy bogged down by high interest rates.
The warnings come as top
Senate Republicans and
Democrats begin preliminary
talks aimed at seeking a bipartisan alternative to Reagan's bigdeficit budget.
And, all Senate Democrats are
calling on the president to send a
new spending plan to Congress
that includes lower deficits and
points the way to a balanced
budget.
Uneasiness over the economic
situation is not limited to critics of
Reagan's budget recommendations and its record deficits.
Some of Reagan's top advisers
are publicly raising concerns that
pressures from continued high interest rates will prevent the start
of sustained economic recovery
this spring, as the president had
predicted.
"I think there's no question we
have the seeds of an economic
recovery that have been
planted...and this recovery can be
non-inflationary," White House
counselor Edwin Meese ill said
Tuesday. "Rut that's not going to
happen until we see some further

progress in getting the interest
rates down."
Murray L. Weidenbaum, chairman of Reagan's Council of
Economic Advisers, acknowledged, "These interest rates are affecting the timing,speed, strength
and duration of the recovery." His
comments were published in The
New York Times Tuesday.
Meanwhile, Henry Kaufman,
chief economist for Salomon
Brothers Inc. in New York and one
of Wall Street's most influential
analysts, told the House Budget
Committee that the administration's program -will move the
economy up" later this year. But
he said he foresees "some stalling
in economic activity either late
this year or early next year."
According to most administra-
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today's index

Partly cloudy and warm with
a continued chance of
thunderstorms today, tonight
and Thursday. High today in
the lower to mid 70s. Low
tonight in the lower to mid 50s.
High Thursday near 80.
Friday through Sunday Chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the 60s
Friday, the 50s Saturday and
Sunday.
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tion officials and private
economists, projected high
deficits are largely responsible for
keeping interest rates so high.
Forecasts of economic recovery
have assumed that interest rates
would drop as the inflation rate
declines and there is a recession- dampened demand for credit.
However, many key interest
rates, after declining significantly
last fall, are now at about the
same high levels as at the end of
1981.
On Monday, interest rates on
short-term Treasury bills rose
nearly a full point to just under 13
percent. On Tuesday, several
banks raised their prime rates to
16.5 percent, joining most other
lenders already assessing that
rate on their most trustworthy
customers.
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Knoxville city council caught
by landlords' eviction epidemic

Leprechaun...
(Continued From Page 1)
Our boy inspired many fervent disciples and
founded quite a number of churches while he
wandered about the island — some say as many as
50 churches. That sounds like an exaggeration even
to a leprechaun — but, we are talking about a
legend, aren't we?
According to the stories, when Pat wasn't founding churches or inspiring disciples or escaping the
Druids' clutches, he had time for performing a
miracle or two.
One of my favorite tales is the one about the
shamrock. Pat picked one from the ground and
described the mystery of his religion's God with it.
The shamrock's three leaves represented the hosts
of the Trinity. The stem binding the leaves together
represented the godhead.
That may not sound like much of a miracle, but
just imagine trying to explain the existence of a
three-in-one God in a different manner to a bunch of
Celtic heathens!
That story, of course, is the basis for all the
shamrocks you giants wear on St. Paddy's Day. But
Pat didn't have anything to do with all those
alligators you see crawling on people's shirts.
Another occurrence I appreciate even more is the
day Pat drove all the snakes off the island. I wee
fellow like myself has a difficult time avoiding a
serpent about my own size.
The first St. Patrick celebration in America was
sponsored in 1737 by a Protestant organization in
Boston, the Charitable Irish Society. Since that
time, it has become a holiday all over the country,
and is the day of one of the biggest celebrations in
New York City.
Now, yo may be wondering why a wee person like
myself is living in America. Well, I sort of
emigrated just like a lot of folks from Ireland. People need shoes here,too, you know.
That's what I was doing when I got caught, mak-

ing shoes. Some of your big experts have even
cataloged leprechauns — is there nothing you
giants can leave un-itemized?
A leprechaun is supposedly a shoemaker — that's
why I'm wearing a leather apron instead of my
traditional green clothes today. A cluricaune
haunts cellars and spends his time drinking and
smoking. A fir darrig Is a practical joker.
Once again, though, if you talk to a different expert, he'll tell you those three attributes all belong
to one creature alone, the leprechaun.
Everyone knows a leprechaun has a pot of gold,
and if he is caught, he can be made to give it up. But
if his captor takes his eye off the leprechaun for only a moment,the wee fellow will vanish.
So that is the story behind the day's two most
popular characters — St. Patrick and leprechuans.
And you heard it from a true-to-life leprechaun.
How degrading. I hope my kin in Ireland don't find
out. "Well,are ye satisfied, ye broot?"
• • •
The reporter is very appreciative. That's not too
bad for a leprechaun.
"Ye're all heart."
Now about this pot of gold ...
All right, all right. Just let me get my snuff box
first."
The little man takes a tiny box from his pocket,
opens it, then blows a huge cloud of snuff into the
reporter's face!
"Hee-hee-hee!" POOF!
When the dust clears, the leprechaun and all
chances for getting his pot of gold have disappeared.
Of course, if a rainbow happens to be seen today
Editor's note: At the Murray Ledger & Times we
were unaware of a budding leprechaun. But as this
holiday neared we discovered a touch of Irish in
staff writer Duane Spurlock.

KNOXVILLE:, Tenn. Al' -- City Council members have passed
an ordinance they think will stop
evictions by greedy landlords hoping to cash in on the World's Fair
tourist trade.
But Joe Levitt, a landlord and
lawyer, said the ordinance passed
Tuesday night is worthless and unconstitutional. And he said he may
evict a few of his several hundred
tenants to test it in court.
About 1,000 Knoxville tenants —
about five percent of the city's
renters — have been evicted
recently by landlords who plan to
rent to World's Fair visitors on a
nightly basis at highly inflated
rates.
But because the city's zoning
laws now prohibit short-term rental of apartments and mobile
home lots, landlords must receive
special zoning exemptions to cash
in on what they believe will be a
lucrative market during the sixmonth exposition which begins
May 1.
The City Council's ordinance
sets up a panel appointed by the
mayor to hear complaints from
tenants who believe they have
been unjustly forced to move.
That would include tenants who
received eviction notices or whose
rents were greatly increased in an
effort to force them out.
If the panel found ,that an

evicted tenant's complaints were
justified, it could recommend that
the City Council deny a landlord
the special zoning exemption.
Mayor Randy Tyree said any
apartment or mobile home park
landlord who rents to World's Fair
tourists without receiving the zoning exemption could face a maximum 30-day jail term and 850 fine
for each time he rented illegally.
"I have just had enough of these
evictions, and whatever it takes to
stop them we need to do it," Tyree
said before council members
passed the ordinance. "The
reputation of Knoxville is being
dragged through the mud by a few
greedy individuals."
John Austin, lawyer for a group
called Tenants for Fair Housing,
said he believes the ordinance will
stop the evictions and make it
easier for people already evicted
to get their homes back or find
other places to live.
"It's certainly intended to do the
job," Austin said. "If landlords
can't take their apartments out of
the long-term market and put
them in the short-term market,
then they'll have to rent them the
way they did before."
But Levitt said, "The tenants
are going to discover that it's not
going to do them any good ... no
evicted tenant is now going to
have a place to live that he didn't

have before Besides, I think it's
unconstitutional."
Tyree defended the ordinance's
legality.
"The City of Knoxville is giving
landlords permission to do
something, and we're saying that
in return they are going to have to
abide by some restrictions," he
said.
"If it is challenged, we will fight
it in court. But by the time we get
an answer on it, perhaps the
World's Fair will be over."

City planners
plan hearing
Murray Planning Commission
scheduled a public hearing concerning a rezoning request by
H.K. Ellis for April 20 during
Tuesday night's meeting.
City Planner Steve Zea told
commission members at the
meeting the land in question lies
east of property off U.S. 641 South
and south of property off Glendale
Avenue. It currently is zoned R-4,
multi-family dwelling. The request is to change zoning to B-2,
highway business.
Following the public hearing,
the commission will vote on the
issue. If it is approved, it will be
sent to the Murray City Council
for its approval.

Claus von Bulow awaits date for sentencing

CONVICTED — Claus von Bulow is escorted by Newport, R. I.,
police from Superior Court. Von Bulow, on trial for two counts of attempted murder, was found guilty on both counts by jurors Tuesday.

State fund receipts grow
State officials reported today that
Kentucky's total General Fund
receipts for the first eight months
of the fiscal were 11.8 percent
above the same period last year.
State Revenue Commissioner
Ron Geary said that part of the increase was due to a difference in
the timing of the transfer of coal
severance tax receipts from the
General Fund to the Transportation Fund.
Geary said that adjusting for
the transfer shows a real General
Fund growth of 10.5 percent.

Transportation Fund receipts
showed a 6.3 percent decline, and
a 2.8 percent decline after the
transfer of the coal severance tax
money, which is used to retire
bonds sold to build coal haul
roads.
The coal severance tax continued to show the strongest
growth rate of the major General
Fund taxes. Total coal severance
receipts have registered a 37.6
percent increase so far in the
fiscal year, totaling more than
$152 million.

By JEFF BARNARD
Associated Press Writer
NEWPORT, R.I. (API — Claus
von Bulow left behind the lunchhour throng that chanted he was
innocent, the lawyers who attacked and defended him and the jury.
that found he tried to kill his wife,
and sadly went home to his luxury
apartment.
The jury decided Tuesday that
von Bulow had twice tried to kill
Martha von Bulow by secretely injecting her with insulin so he could
inherit $14 million of her fortune
and marry his ex-actress lover.
Instead, Mrs. von Bulow fell into
two comas.
On each of the two counts he
faces from two to 20 years behind
the stone walls of the century-old
state prison, which stands 30 miles
from the stone mansion in
Newport where he and -Sunny"
von Bulow spent vacations and
where, the jury found, he injected
her.
Mrs. von Bulow, who with her
husband once breezed through a
high-society world of big money
and exclusive clubs, lies comatose
on a hospital bed in New York City. Her hospital is not far from the
building with wrought iron doors
on Manhattan's Fifth Avenue,
where the von Bulows have an
apartment.
Von Bulow arrived there in a
van Tuesday evening and two
doormen grasped his arms and
eased him through the crowd of
reporters waiting outside. He said
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nothing, but his lawyer, Herald P.
Fahringer, stayed inside the van
and said von Bulow was feeling
"sad."
Fahringer said earlier that von
Bulow "was obviously saddened
but he took it like a man."
Von Bulow, a financial consultant, remains free on $100,060
bond and stripped of his Danish
passport, despite prosecutor
Stephen R. Famiglietti's
arguments he might find it "irresistable" to flee the country,
considering his international contacts and fluency in four
languages.
Judge Thomas H. Needham was
to rule today on a defense motion
for a judgment of acquittal filed
during the course of the nine-week
trial. The action marks von
Bulow's first step toward an appeal of his conviction on two
counts of assault with intent to
murder.
After deliberating for a total of
36 hours, the seven men and five
women on the jury took a single
vote Tuesday and found von
Bulow guilty. Jury spokesman
David A. Taffs said reaching a
guilty verdict "would have been
more difficult" without the
testimony of former soap opera
actress Alexandra Isles, von
Bulow's ex-lover.
Mrs. Isles testified she gave von
Bulow a six-month deadline for
marriage, telling him she wanted
them to be together by October
1979. Mrs. von Bulow slipped into

her first, brief coma three months
later.
More than 100 people, many of
them housewives or workers on
lunch hours, chanted "Free
Claus!" when von Bulow left the
Superior Courthouse after his conviction. The crowd booed
Famiglietti as he left. Some
shouted "Not guilty!"
"Most people are very disappointed with the verdict," said
Katherine Escallier, who stopped
by the courthouse with friends
returning from an exercise class.
"You feel that you know him after
reading about the trial day after
day."
"I'm pretty sure we didn't let
his wealth or status affect our
decision," said Taffs, a computer
analyst who wears his long hair in
a ponytail. "I think it was fair. I'm
still nervous, but I think it was
fair."
Mrs. von Bulow was found Dec.
21, 1980, sprawled on the marble
floor of her bathroom in the
opulent mansion named Clarendon Court. The coma, termed irreversible by doctors, was
remarkably similar to one on Dec.
27, 1979, from which she
recovered.
Attorney General Dennis J.
Roberts II said at a news conference Tuesday that von Bulow
''should face heavy jail
sentences." No date has been set
for sentencing, but Needham said
he would hear a defense motion
for a new trial on April 2.

"I'd like to think that it's not a
whodunit anymore," said
Famiglietti, a volatile 34-year-old
who led the prosecution.
The suspicions of Maria
Shrallhammer, Mrs. von Bulow's
maid for 23 years, convinced the
heiress' children by her first marriage to an impoverished Austrian
nobleman to ask former Manhattan prosecutor Richard Kuh to
conduct an inquiry. The inquiry,
which cost the family almost
6100,000, led to the charges.
"Their reaction was one of relief
and quiet satisfaction that justice
was done," Kuh said after
telephoning the verdict to von
Bulow's stepchildren, Princess
Annie-Laurei Kneissl and Prince
Alexander G. von Auersperg, at
an undisclosed location.
Von Bulow was an aide to the
late oil billionaire J. Paul Getty
with an apartment in London's
fashionable Belgrave Square
when he met the former Martha
Sharpe Crawford shortly after her
divorce.
They were married in 1966 and
soon had a daughter, Cosima, now
15. Von Bulow telephoned his
daughter following the verdict and
drove to New York to be with her.
A key element in the case was a
black bag that von Auersperg said
he and a private detective found in
von Bulow's locked closet in
Clarendon Court about a month
after the second coma.
Though the defense claimed
Mrs. von Bulow may have
secreted drugs, insulin and
hypodermic needles in the bag to
Theatre elects new board members
keep them from the prying eyes of
her German maid, the prosecution
Newly-elected members of their two-year terms are: Bill claimed the bag belonged to von
Kiesow,
president;
Pat
Phillips,
Murray-Calloway County ComBulow.
munity Theatre's Board of Direc- vice president for funding; Bill
vice
president
for
educaParsons,
tors are "coming on board" in the
middle of one of the busiest mon- tion; and, Robert Valentine, vice Electric board
president for publicity.
ths in the Theatre's five year
At-large members completing to meet today
history.
their two year terms are: Patsy
According to Board Secretary Massey, Vernon Gantt and
The Murray Electric System
Suzanne Johnson, nine new board Charlene Butwell. Margaret Plant Board was scheduled to
members were selected during a Boone serves as Immediate Past meet at 4:30 this afternoon in the
general membership meeting President.
board room.
earlier this month. The new
The entire board will be on hand
Items on the agenda include
members are: Becky Wilson, for the opening night of Oscar report on status of Kroger factory
secretary; Adele Kupchella, Wilde's "The Importance of Being electrical service, monthly
treasurer; Carol Julian, vice Earnest" Thursday. To com- reports and general discussion,
president for production, and; at- memorate the fifth annual according to Ron Underwood,
large directors Clara Humphrey, membership drive, Murray
MES superintendent.
Martha Cook, Louise Weatherly, Mayor Homes Ellis and County
Marvin Mills, Cathy Cohen and Judge-Executive George Weaks
John Thompson.
Sheriff arrests
have been invited as has been the
Completing the second year of members of the Parks Board.

Raymond Durr

Reagan accuses TV news

Lucy Lilly Is Pictured With Her Broccoli Casserole

Cookbook Published Thursday, April 8
All
Overall Winner Will Receive $50
Category Winners Will Each Receive
$10
Winning Recipes Will Be Published, Space Allowing.

Send Recipes To: Cookbook, P.O. Box 1040, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Murray. Deadline Monday March 22,
the

murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
President Reagan says erroneous
news stories have painted him as
a "Scrooge," while network
television news irresponsibly
hurts his economic recovery program when it interviews many
people who have just lost their
jobs.
"Is it news that some fella out in
South Succotash someplace has
just been laid off, that he should be
interviewed nationwide?" he asked during an exclusive interview
with the publisher and two editors
of The Daily Oklahoman and
Times.
The constant downbeat can
contribute psychologically to
slowing down the recovery,"
Reagan said in the interview,
which was published in today's
editions of The Daily Oklahoman.
Reagan aimed most of his
criticism at television networks.
When we get to the network
-

-

news, I think there is a lack of
responsibility," Reagan said.
"You can't turn on the evening
news without seeing that they're
going to interview someone else
who has lost his job or they're outside the factory that has laid off
workers and so forth."
"I'm Scrooge to a lot of people,
and if they only knew it, I'm the
softest touch they've had for a
long time," he said. But he claimed that erroneous news stories
"have done a pretty good job" of
damaging the country's perception of him.
A spokesman for NBC News in
New York quoted Executive Vice
President Tom Pettit as responding, "Since NBC was not mentioned we will not comment."
Spokesmen for CBS and ABC said
no one could be reached Tuesday
night who would be able to comment on the interview.

Raymond Durr, Rt. 1, Dexter,
was arrested Tuesday by
Calloway County Sheriff's Department, according to a department
spokesman.
Durr was charged with attempted theft by unlawful taking over
8100. He allegedly tried to steal
some cedar fencing from a
residence on Highway 280.
He was lodged in MurrayCalloway County Jail. Bond has
not yet been set for him.
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Acid rains fall
on U.S.-Soviet
weapons treaty
On April 10, 1972, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko and former U.S. Secretary of State
William Rogers signed what has come to known as
the Biological Weapons Convention, a treaty pledging its signatories "never in any circumstance to
develop,produce,stockpile, or otherwise acquire or
retain microbial or other biological agents or toxins
... of types and in quantities that have _no justification for ... peaceful purposes."
In theory, the Biological Weapons Convention
closed a loophole in the 1925 Geneva Protocol that
had long since banned the first use of chemical
weapons,including all types of lethal poison gases.
The Biological Weapons Convention signing
ceremonies, conducted jointly in Moscow,
Washington, and London were accompanied by
champagne toasts and billed by all concerned as a
step towards disarmament and yet another fruit of
East-West detente. Former Soviet President
Nikolai Podgorny saluted the new ban on biological
and bacteriological weapons and added that, "this
agreement can also serve as a good example for
solving other pressing problems of disarmament."
Considered in retrospect, those words ought to
chill even the most naive arms control devotees in
the West. For, as we now know so well, the Soviet
Union has been engaged these last few years in
systematic, massive violations of both the 1972
Biological Weapons Convention and the 1925
Geneva Protocol.
Soviet military forces in Afghanistan and Sovietproxy forces in Laos and Cambodia have killed
many thousands of defenseless villagers and guerrillas with banned chemical and biological weapons
ranging from Soman nerve gas to the deadly
mycotoxin known as "yellow rain."
The evidence that this is so is now overwhelming.
The State Department has compiled hundreds of
eye-witness accounts to these attacks from Afghan,
Laotian, and Cambodian refugees. Independent investigators such as ABC News, author Sterling
Seagrave, journalists Jane Hamilton-Merrit and
Jim Coyne have reported virtually identical accounts from other refugees.
Moreover, the State Department possesses at
least five physical samples of Cambodian vegetation, water and residue scraped from rocks — all
coated with the yellow rain mycotoxin that does not
occur naturally in Southeast Asia but is cultivated
in abundance in the Soviet Union. And just recently,
the State Department obtained blood samples from
two Cambodians fortunate enough to have survived
a yellow rain attack by Vietnam's Soviet-supplied
forces. The blood samples, tested independently as
were the plant and water samples, contained huge
concentrations of yellow rain mycotoxins.
A Dutch television crew that managed to sneak
into Afghanistan with Afghan freedom fighters last
year actually filmed a chemical attack by Soviet
helicopters. The footage included film of the corpses of Afghan villagers killed by what appeared to
be a nerve gas attack.
A defecting Laotian air force pilot who flew missions under Soviet and Vietnamese supervision
against anti-communist Hmong tribesmen from
1976 to 1980 has testified that the rockets he fired
were filled with chemical dusts and sprays. He
passed a polygraph examination on his testimony.
Defecting Vietnamese soldiers from Cambodia
have also reported that they used chemical agents
in artillery shells and that they routinely dumped
cyanide and other poisons into water sources used
by Cambodian guerrillas.
The Reagan administration has sought to
publicize all of this evidence and more in reports
and summaries that run to humdreds of pages. One
result has been a United Nations General Assembly
"investigation" that has achieved almost nothing
because the Soviets deny everything and the
governments they control in Afghanistan, Laos,and
Cambodia have refused to permit U.N. investigators to visit the sites of alleged chemical and
biological attacks. Worse yet, the international
diplomat in charge of the U.N. investigation of
yellow rain attacks is Viacheslav A. Ustinov, a
retired foreign ministry official of the Soviet
government.
Clearly, the U.N. investigation is going nowhere,
although the United States was able to persuade
more than 80 nations to extend the investigating
team's charter for another year. But something
more is going to be needed if the Soviet government
is ever to be called to account for its criminal action
in flagrant violation of two arms control treaties.
Therefore, we suggest the following: That the
Reagan administration take the one enforcement
action specifically authorized by the 1972 Biological
Weapons Convention, namely register a formal
complaint with the United Nations Security Council
and demand a full debate including the introduction
•
of all evidence.
Beyond that, there -th every jusUlication -Tor
elevating Soviet chemical and biological weapons
violations to the highest priority in all future U.S.Soviet discussions at least until these barbaric,
outlawed practices cease. To do less would be to
deprecate the value of all arms control agreements
and, in effect, to condemn additional thousands of
helpless Afghans, Laotians,and Cambodians to horrible deaths from continuing chemical and
biological warfare attacks.
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Adviser prescribes pain to cure inflation
WASHINGTON — The lack of interest among President Reagan's
White House advisers in hastening
economic recovery is confirmed by a
backstage movement to install Alan
Greenspan as the administration's
economic czar.
That is hardly a prescription for
quick revival of the economy that
would succor jobless workers, failing
entrepreneurs and panic-stricken
Republican candidates. To his
critics, Dr. Greenspan is Dr. Pain, a
rigid advocate of austerity willing to
countenance unemployment if
necessary to keep inflation in check.
Even if Greenspan refuses to abandon his ;500,000-plus income as a
Wall Street business economist to
return to Washington full-time, his
influence in the Reagan administration will remain immense. His protege in the Cabinet, budget director
David Stockman, has publicly -.amidst surprising inattention - proclaimed unemployment as a positive
good.
All this points to a major victory
for the prevailing Wall Street school
of thought that the country must go
through an indeterminate period of
pain and suffering to wring inflation
out of the system. Ronald Reagan's
1980 campaign speeches upbraiding
Jimmy Carter for fighting inflation
with recession are ignored.

The Reagan White House, to be
sure, is all too aware of the deepening
panic in the land, with talk of
"depression" growing everywhere.
But the absence of any reason to
forecast a recovery is not countered
with changes in policy intended to
promote economic growth. Instead,
senior White House aides, backed by
Stockman, want to summon
Greespan from New York.
The leader of the move is the
powerful Michael K. Deaver, deputy
chief of staff. Deaver does not pretend to be a student of economics but
abhors what he perceives as confusion in economic policy. He believes
that Greenspan in economic affairs
would perform the same nononsense, desk-cleaning operation
conducted In national security matters by William P. Clark.
Other senior presidential aides
(notably, Richard G. Darman and
David Gergen) admire Greenspan
extravagantly for both his views and
his competence. Greenspan is a
resolute enemy of budge deficits who
considers their reduction paramount
to good economic policy. Since that
entails spending cuts and probably
tax increasesd, Greenspan would
fight a deflated economy with futher
deflation (which happens to be the
present Republican consensus in
Congress).

That horriflies the little band of
supply-siders hiding on the White
House staff. Underneatt.
Greenspan's commanding presence,
they see President Gerald Ford's
chief economic adviser responsible
for the ludicrous WIN (Whip Inflation
Now) campaign. In presidential
campaigns dating back to 1968,
Greenspan has seldom disguised his
taste for austerity.
The problem in bringing back
Greenspan is less his reputation as
Dr. Pain than the difficulty in finding
a slot for him that would not encroach on somebody else's turf in the
crowded senior White House staff
structure. Nor would Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan easily
submit to an economic czar working
hand-in-glove with David Stockman.
But even if Greenspan-for-czar efforts fail, his impact on Reagan administration policy as an outsider
has been immense from the start.
His recommendation to delay the
first-year tax cut, successfully taken
up by Stockman, is partially blamed
by supply-siders for prolonging the
recession. There has been no subsequent recantation of austerity as the
remedy. When Stockman on March 4
told a U.S. Chamber of Commerce
breakfast that unemployment "is
part of the cure, not the problem,"
the Greenspanite flavor was un-

mistakable.
Does the president really agree
with that? "Generally, yes," replied
spokesman Larry Speakes that day.
Indeed, over breakfast three days
earlier, Greenspan was at center
stage when the president met with a
rump fiv e members) of his
economic policy advisory group. The
board's supply-siders, Dr. Arthur
Later and Rep. Jack Kemp, were
not present — for the simple reason
they had not been invited.
Greenspan and Laffer represent
opposite ends of the Republican
economic spectrum. Greenspan is
dedicated to the demolition of the
welfare state, willing to take the cost
of temporary pain inflicted on the
economy. Laffer is committed to
economic growth, believing that the
welfare state will wither away in a
growing economy.
In his 1980 campaign, Reagan proraised both growth and an end to the
welfare state. As an intuitive politician, however, he ultimately may
decide that new policies — especially
in monetary affairs—are necessary
to save himself and his party from,
the stigma attached to Republicans
as the party of pain. For now,
however, the principal answer to a
deepening climate of fear is the
return of Dr. Pain himself, Alan
Greenspan.

looking bock
Ten years ago
Bill Barker had been appointed as
superintendent of Murray Electric
System to succeed E. S. Ferguson
who had retired, according to
William Boyd, chairman of electric
board.
Twenty years ago
Charles D. Provine had been
presented "Mr. Woodman" award
given by Hazel Camp 1288.
Robert Wyman, general manager
of Murray Manufacturing Co., had
been speaker at meeting of Murray
High School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Thirty years ago
Leslie R. Putnam had been
selected as a member of a forum at a
meeting of National Association of
Teachers of Singing to be at Belmont
College, Nashville, March 19.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds lost to Southwest
Missouri 73 to 64 in basketball game
of NAIB Tournament at Kansas City,
Mo.
Cuba had beat Wickliffe for championship of First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament.

heortline

--Woman would receive funds as motheT, not-widow
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
have been married 35 years. He
worked fqr the railroad for 36 years,
retiring in 1978. We have a dependent
son who is 14 years old. Following my
husband's retirement, he had three

strokes, leaving his mind affected to
the point where he can no longer give
me any information about questions
that I am writing to you about. He
retired at age 60 and will be 64 in
June. He retired on the plan where if
you are 60 and have worked with the
railroad 30 years, you get full retirement. I am 52 years old. I also
receive a check for our dependent
soft If my husband died now, would I
collect on his retirement benefit or
get a survivors or widow's check?
Also, how long would my son be considered dependent and receive a
check? There is no Railroad Board
office here in Ocala for me to call.

ANSWER: Your questions are
rather complicated, especially considering the changes brought about
by the 1981 Amendments.
As far as you receiving a widow's
check if your husband were to pass
away now, you couldn't, unless you
were disabled also. You would have
to wait until age 60 to draw a benefit
as a widow. However, you might be
eligible for a benefit as a mother with
a dependent child in your care. For
information about your son's check,
we want you to contact the Tampa
Railroad Retirement Board office.
Their address is 700 Twigs St., Tam-

Newsmaker..

letter to the editor
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Sports require support
Editor,
This is neither an endorsement nor
a condemnation of the recent school
board action on the coaching position
at Calloway County High School.
Instead it is an observation from
someone not closely involved with
the program since my child is in
.,elementray school.
I attended some CCHS games dur_ lag the latter part of the season and
was surprised at the lack of fan support. This was true of both student attendance and outside attendaue.
From the article in the Mffch 12
Ledger & Times, it appears to me
that Coach Nute's supporters are
saying that his Christian philosophy
and dedication outweigh the importance of winning or losing. I would
not argue the point of how much emphasis should be place on winning in
high school athletics. My feeling is
that if people support the program as
it is, they will have to get out in

pa, FL 33602. The phone number is
813-228-2695. Also, when you contact
this office, ask about the possibility
of your husband being eligible for
Medicare coverage. Even though he
is not yet 65 years old, consideration
may be made on the basis that he has
been disabled completely for over
two years. Be sure to get information
about this.
HEARTLINE: If I take reduced
widow's benefits at age 62, can I
change over to my own retirement at
age 65 and receive an unreduced
benefit? M.H.
ANSWER: Our sources in
Baltimore say that you can. Drawing
widow's benefits will not effect your
own retirement amount, unless you
draw widow's benefits anytime
•before age 62.

greater numbers to show this support.
If the program is to progress, a
support organization such as the
athletic boosters at Marshall County
is necessary. The best schedule
possible during the regular season
makes a team tougher during tournament play. I feel that having
Mayfield compete in our district
would •improve the performance of
District 4 teams in the regional tournament. Avoiding competition does
not build op a program.
One thing in the March 12 article
that concerns me and every other
taxpayer or parent is the comment
by Coach Nute about running for a
position on the school board. The
public trust of furthering the school
system might be hard to serve when
past personal feelings are involved.
Bobby D. Bazzell
Route 1 Box 199
Farmington, Ky
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Juvenile probation officer lists ways public can help program

Kathie Broach Branson
By Jo Burkeen
"Hours are long and frustrating. But if I get
through to one kid, it makes it worthwhile."
These were words of Kathie Broach Branson as
she discussed her position as Juvenile Probation Officer of Calloway County.
Ms. Branson is liaison between juveniles and
Calloway County Court System.
"Two areas in which the community can help in
the juvenile probation program include providin
emergency shelter homes and the work program,
the officer said.
Any citation or petition given for a juvenile, age
to 18, with the exception of traffic violations, is
referred to Ms. Branson.

"I can be called any hour of the day or night if a
juvenile is cited by the city or county officers. If at
night or on weekend, the officers attempt to resolve
the matter themselves. But if parents can not be
found,juvenile has an attitude problem or if need to
place in jail, then I am called to determine the
disposition of the juvenile," she said.
She related a recent case involving a 14-year-old
runaway in which she was called between 12:30 and
3 a.m. She said she was able to talk with the juvenile
and to resolve the problem as to the "best of her
ability" at that hour of the day.
Stressing the need for emergency shelter homes,
Branson said she was called by authorities at 1 a.m.
in the past month in which she had to find emergency shelter for two children between 10 and 14.
Ms. Branson said the children had been through a
disturbing situation. "When we arrived at the home
approved for emergency shelter, the residents put
their arms around the children and had
refreshments ready for them,"she added.
Any family interested in being approved for
emergency shelter care may call Branson at 7530059. A fee of 89 per child per day is paid for shelter.
"If a home is approved, the family still may have
the option of not taking the juvenile when called. Six
homes are now on approved list, but many times I
go through the entire list before finding shelter in an
emergency," Branson said.
Most of the time a stay of 2 to 3 days is needed. A
need for shelter can be for different reasons including:
*Abuse in home
'Sometimes parents, either temporarily or for
long periods, lack the parental skill necessary to
cope with a situation.
*Shelter in case of death, accident or other

dateb
ook
SIDS group will meet
SIDS Support Group will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center. Lillian Robertson, GLPN, leader, said this _is_for any person who
has lost an infant, young adult or child through an
accident, illness or sudden death. Interested persons are asked to note change in date for this month's meeting.

Youth of Northside Independent Church will sponsor a bean supper Saturday at Dexter Community
Center. Serving will start at 5:30 p.m. A singing will
follow the supper.

Vocal students win honors

Christian Women's Club of Murray, Kentucky
will have a birthday luncheon Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at Boston Tea Party. Pat Ellison of Paducah
will be featured speaker, music will be by Molly
Ross and -cake decoration will be by Marilyn
Walker.
Luncheon reservations at $4.25 each should by
made by Monday with Gracie Erwin, 489-2174, or
Rebecca Cunningham, 753-6445. A nursery for
preschoolers only will be at Memorial Baptist
Church with cost being $1 per family.

Tours scheduled for seniors
Toopie Thomas, tour director for MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens, his announced a
trip to Paducah Wednesday, April 21 with cost being
$15. The bus will leave from parking lot at North
Fourth and Walnut Streets at 9 a.m. and return at
3:30p.m.
Mrs. Thomas said trips to World's Fair at Knoxville are scheduled June 5-7, Sept. 2-4 and Oct. 19-22.
For information call 753-8274 or 753-3934.

Herndon family visits here
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Herndon and daughters,
Gina and Cheryl, have returned to their home in
Farmington, N. M., after spending 10 days visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Barney Herndon, Rt. 1,
Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs. James Fain, Lynn
Grove. They also visited with other relatives and
friends while here. Mr. Herndon is employed with
telephone company there.

24 Hours a Day

Birthday luncheon planned

Hazel club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
at Hazel Community Center. Sid Easley, local attorney, will be guest speaker.

Amy Runyon honored
Amy Runyon celebrated her seventh birthday
Friday, March 12, with a party. Cake and ice cream
were served. She was recipient of many gifts. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Roger Runyon, Rt. 3.
Also present were her brother, Chris Runyon, her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Eury Colson and Mrs.
Larry Cunningham, and Woody Woods, Betty, Tim
and Terry Dunderhill, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Osborn,
and Rebekah. Madie and Dustie Tynes.

Now, for just pennies a day, your television can bring you
blockbuster first-run movies the same way they're shown
in theatres: unedited and uninterrupted by commercials...
on Cablevision.
With Cablevision, you can watch smash hits like
"Fort Apache, the Bronx." with Paul Newman.-Raging
Bull," with Robert DeNiro. plus"Popeye,""Tribute," and
others playing in theatres right now. Many won't be
shown anywhere on network TV in 1982. And you can
watch them when it's most convenient for you, because
Cablevision's commercial-free movie
channel is on non-stop, 24 hours a day.
And Cablevision brings you more
than just movies. You 11 enjoy a dazzling
variety of top-quality entertainment. Eyeopening news programs. Sports you won't
see on the networks. Wholesome children's
shows. Star-studded specials from Las Vegas
and Hollywood. And much more.
Find out how inexpensive it is to get the
very best programming that television has to
offer, on Cablevision. Call or return the
coupon today

DEAR ABBY: You
recently stated that if the
parents of an unborn
chill cannot agree
Whether or not to terminate the pregnancy,
the decision should be the
mother's "because it is
her body." I disagree.
Pregnancy is not simply
a state of a woman's
body. It is also a stage in
another person's life, and
that person has not only
his-her own identity, but
another parent whose
contribution to and Interest in that person are
every bit as vital as those
of the mother.
The whole issue of
abortion is difficult
enough when both
parents agree. But to
deny one parent his share
in that decision, just
because he doesn't agree
with the other parent who
by biological accident
happens to be in control,
is unconscionable.
If the father is willing
to assume responsibility
for childrearing, his
wishes should carry the
same weight as the
mother's. Some way
should be found to compensate the mother for
the inconvenience and
potential hazard of the
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Electrolysis
(Pormaioat
Removal of Nair)

753-8856

753-5005

TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING'
YES! I want to find out how
inexpensive it is to get the finest
programming that television has to
offer with Cablevision Call me
with more information
Name
Address
State

Zip

Phone
,Ag;

Best time to call is
Offer good in cabled areas only

pregnancy.
but I make more than he
After all, you could not makes, so I figured I
claim as your own could better afford to give
another person's car him a ring. So I wentparked inyour garage.
ahead and bought one.
HERBERT S.
I wasn't really trying to
HEINEMAN, M.D., pressure him into getting
PHILADELPHIA
married right away, but I
DEARDR. guess he thought I was
HEINEMAN: So what because he's cooled off
happens if the woman in- quite a bit since then.
sists on terminating the
Do you think I was too
pregnancy even though pushy? How should I hanthe man is opposed to it? dle things now?
Since there can be no HURTING IN HOUSTON
compromise, the
DEAR HURTING: Apwoman's wishes should parently your boyfriend
prevail, assuming she wasn't ready for a formal
finds no amount of com- engagement, which is
pensation acceptable for what a ring usually
the "inconvenience and signifies. Back off, and
potential hazard of the let him call the signals.
pregnancy" - in addition Your valentine has a
to bearing a child she rather pushy ring to it.
••
does not want. And by the
way, Dr. Heineman, a
DEAR ABBY: I have a
woman's body is not a suggestion to all those
garage that can be rented wives who complain
by the week or month.
because their husbands
•••
watch football all
DEAR ABBY: I tried to weekend. My solution
surprise my boyfriend proved to be a salvation
with an engagement ring to our relationship and to
for Valentine's Day, and my sanity.
he refused to accept it. I
I calmly, without givwas really hurt. We're ing him any notice, began
not kids, Abby. I'm 27 and to plan activities away
he's 26, and we've been from home during the
dating for nearly two time football games were
years.
being watched. This way,
We're both working, I and my children had

By Abigail Von Buren
something fun to ,do, it
kept the children out of
my husband's hair, and I
didn't have to nag or be
his servant while he was
glued to the tube. The
kids and I have entertained ourselves with concerts, movies, horseback
riding, picnics, etc.
After a while, my husband started to feel left
out. Also, without me
there to provide snacks
and background noise,
football watching wasn't
that much fun.
He still watches football, but not nearly so
much. About half the
time he joins us, and
we're all much happier.
So the solution is simple:
Learn to entertain
yourself. You'll be setting
a great example for the
kids in the process.
EX -FOOTBALL
WIDOW
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Don't be fooled in romance, romantic daydreaming.
but do enjoy this day. It is CAPIUCORN
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sys,--111% favorable for work ac- (Dec.22toJan. 19) litr VJ$
.
to Apr. 19) 41-11 complisinnents and furthering Good news is likely now.
A private business that pro- domestic well-being.
Others will see your point of
yes informative. Overall, VIRGO
view. Accept invitations and
you'll make important gains (Aug.23to Sept.22) NIP
enjoy the chance to make new
now. Mixing business with Talks with close friends lead friends.
pleasure helps, too!
to better rapport. Leisure AQUARIUS
TAURUS
times are fun-filled. Both (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
creative enterprises and A private chat bodes well for
,
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(APr.20to MaY 28) ti
An optimistic frame of mind romance prove lucky.
financial interests, now that
brings you benefits from LIBRA
you're able to catch up with
others. You'll be pleased by (Sept.23to Oct.22)
unfinbdied ixisiness. What a
academic, legal or travel Put new domestic plans into relief!
developments.
motion.Some make necessary PISCES
GEMINI
decisions regarding major ap- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) Xe'
de
(May 21 to June 20) Illgr pliances or purchases for the Talks with friends are
The business picture home.Entertain others.
stimulating and informative.
brightens boir. You're in the SCORPIO ---- m
Yeilititrisesive a travel indriver's seat and can make (Oct- to Nov.21) "vrnu vitation. Qdtural pursuits
things happen.Seek credit and You're articulate and char' bring great pleasure.
ming and should make impor- YOU BORN TODAY have
Financial backing.
L.,.& taint calls or visits now. adnV..nistrative
CANCER
ability and
(Amen july
10.c...1 Writers and students ex- often gravitate towards public
Make plans to go someplace Perience a burg creativity. pervice. Politics, law and
special with a loved one. SAMTARRIS
religion are some of the Belds
Singles enjoy favorable in- (Nov.22to Dec.21) AO which may especially appeal
troducticas. Close friends are
Ws a IOW day for oholVioli to you.
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From the period of Jan. 1 to March 11, Branson
has been referred 58 cases. These included several
for possession of alcohol, public intoxication, theft
of over or under 8100, out of parental control, truancy and possession of marijuana.
"Alcohol is one of major problems with juveniles.
I feel that many of juveniles involved are already
'alcoholics' at age of 14 or have a dependency by
turning to it if they can't cope with problems. Many
parents are not shocked and state laws are lax
about the alcohol program.
"Parents should recognize and help their children
with problems whether it be alcoholism, truancy,
theft or just lack of communication. Half of the kids
referred to me just need somebody to listen to them.
I attempt to talk with each child and urge each one
to accept the consequences.
"In dealing with children, I try to find good and
bring out honesty in them. I tell them 'nothing is so
bad that they do that can't be resolved,' and urge
them to be positive about their own lives as almost
anyone can change.
"Children today may be tomorrow's leaders and
it is better to help them now for them to reach their
highest potential later," the officer said.
Ms. Branson said she would talk to any local civic
or church group desiring to learn more about the
juvenile program.
Kathie received her B. S. degree in rehabilitation
in December 1979 from Murray State University.
She said she had always wanted to work with
children and enjoyed her work even though she was
.
on call 24 hours a day,seven days a week.
The officer said "most of the kids involved in
cases know I'm going to be honest with them and
will go to bat with the judge if they give me honest
answers."

Pregnoncy two-way affair

--Northside youth(Sian event

Four Murray High School students received
superior ratings for their vocal solos at First
District Music Festival Saturday. They were Kevin
Cole, Leila Umar,Bill Boone and Julie Baker.

emergency.
Ms. Branson said the work program is needed in a
situation when a juvenile needs to earn money for
restitution for a theft committed. Places now used
in this program are Calloway County Animal
Shelter, Murray-Calloway County Park and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"Detention is used as a last resort in disposition of
a juvenile offense. We need more places to use in
this work program. Records for past four years
show only one juvenile has caused a problem in this
program." Branson said.
The officer said four ways in which a juvenile is
referred to her office are: Breaking a state,
municipal or local law; out of parental control;
truancy, child to be in school until 16th birthday;
child being neglected or abused.
Ms. Branson said "there are many cases of
abuse, both physically and mentally, in Calloway
County, but it is hard to prove in court.
"Most abuse cases are referred to Department of
Human Resources for investigation to determine if
there is enough evidence to bring the case to court.
"If there is enough evidence for a court hearing
on any type of juvenile matter, a letter of complaint
concerning the child will be sent to parents or guardian notifying them of the date of court appearance
before Judge David Buckingham and me.
"Judge Buckingham has lots of concern and contemplates each decision individually before making
a disposition in each case.
"In most cases the juvenile will admit guilt and a
court hearing is not necessary. All juvenile cases
are confidential and the records are not open to
public. When a juvenile reaches age of 18 nearly all
case records are expunged to protect rights of
iuvenile," Branson said.

Old THS STRZZT TMI REAL
TRICK IS STAYING ALIVE

Current best sellers released for this week
Current best sellers as
of March 14 have been
released by Time
magazine. The list includes the following:
FICTION
1."North and South,"
John Jakes
2."An Indecent Obsess i on ," Colleen McCullough
3."Fever," Robin Cook
4."Cujo," Stephen King
5."Marco Polo, If You
Can," William F.
Buckley Jr.
6."The lintel New
Hampshire, John Irving

7."Noble House,"
James Clavell
8."A Green Desire,"
Anton Myrer
9."The Dean's
December,"Saul Bellow
1 0."Happy To Be
Here," Garrison Keillor
NON-FICTION
1 ."Jane Fonda's
Workout Book"
2."A Few Minutes With
Andy Rooney," Andrew
A. Rooney
3."A Light in the Attic," Shel Silverstein
4."Witness to Power,"
John Erlichman

5."Nobody's Perfect,"
Hendrie Weisinger and
Norman M. Lobsenz
6."Weight Watchers
365-Day Menu Cookbook"
7."How to Make Love
to a Man," Alexandra
Penney
11."Betty Crocker's
Microwave Cookbook"
9."The Lord God Made
Them All," James Herriot
--10."Pathfinders," Gail
Sheehy
(Courtesy of Timik, the
weekly news magazihe)
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HEALTH
Misleading bust enlargers

Rainey'4 2ay
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by Rainey Apperson
IS

1.edger & Times "Miss Spring"

edition, which will be printed next
week. In the pages will be seen the
fashions and new expressions for
spring. Here is a preview of what
you will read and see in the "Miss
Spring 1982."
Spring '82 looks new and ex-
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If you have never experienced a
cheerleading contest, then it's
time you did. Every parent should
view her daughter on a hard
2 hours /
bleacher seat, for about 51
watch all of the little darlings get
nervous, shed a few tears, giggle straighten her uniform about five
hundred times. Really, last Sunday afternoon was something else.
Murray High School B-Team
Cheerleaders came home from
Reidland with a beautiful trophy.
They placed second place in the
Regional KAPOS Competition.
The school, the fans, and the
students can be proud of Wege
Rushing, Emily Apperson,
Caroline Schoenfeldt, Lanette
Hopkins, Angie Hamilton, Staci
Gray, Kelly Thomas and Sheri
Wildey. Gail Farris and Diane
Wilson, the sponsor, deserve a
million thank-yous.
.øs

The Murray Ledger & Times is

klan,ning a recipe contest, and

we
will publish a wonderful cook book
edition with all of the recipes,
space allowing, sent into the contest.
Winners will be selected from
different categories, plus an
overall winner, with prizes of cash
mone awarded.

citing — REFRESHING ideas the
key concept.
SHAPES are SOFT and SIM
PLE, and state the feminine expression women are seeking now
Cookbook
— a feeling always appropriate to
P.O. Box 1040
Spring dressing.
The Murray Ledger and Times
COLORS are diverse, with SUN
Murray, Ky.42071
SAND TONES abounding,
AND
•••
intertnixed with soft colors from
Get well wishes go out to A. B. the pastel pallete.
Crass, who had a terrible exTEXTURES range widely from
perience, while fishing in Florida. NUBBY SILKS and supple FLAX
A poisonious snake bit him on the
LINENS to crisp COTTON SEERhand, as he reached in the water, SUCKER as summer grows near.
near his fishing boat. He was rush- • Spring looks sophisticated, bu
ed to the hospital, put in Intensive it looks like fun, too; whethe
Care, but he is recovering now.
you're looking at career-oriente
se.
clothes or simply looking forwar
Sheila (Mrs. Jerry) Grogan got to a smashing weekend.
a taste of "big city livin" a couple
of weeks ago when she visited an

Please send your recipes, along
with your name and address, by
Monday, March 22, to the following address:

Thursday, March 18
Clarks River Chapter
of Demolay will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 369 E. Broadway,
Mayfield. For information call 759-1104.

most of them wore silk blouses
with blue jeans and cowboy boots.
That is a change from the working
women in Murray who are more
into the "preppy look," which includes blouses, skirts and blazers.

Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.
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Miss Foster Charge, won
the open western
pleasure trophy.
The game classes were
won by high point horse of
all game classes. The
winner was "Honda,"
owned by Cheryl Bryson
of Old Hickory, Tenn.
A date for the club's
spring horse show at
club's arena will be announced later, according
pleasure trophy. .
Winner of the pleasure to Sylvia Puckett, club
and style rack trophy was spokesman. Sept. 4 is the
date for the annual Labor
Nancy Myers of Hazel.
Peg Bassford, riding Day Show.

Three contestants from
Calloway County were
winners of high point
trophies at recent winter
horse shows. The events,
sponsored by New Providence Riding Club,
were at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Mike Caldwell riding
Billy won the pony

Buren

HONORED — Senior citizens having birthdays in
March were honored at a party at Douglas Center.
They are, from left, front row, Thelma Bagwell,
Audie Tidwell, back row, Loma Willis, Pearline
Gordon and Florine Erwin.

Club designates membership month
has been
Civitan
Membership Month
March

met by other clubs, Needy and
organizations or through Sports."

L'uf

Although I take care of a
large house, walk about 15
miles a week and play golf
once a week, the flesh on my
thighs hangs down as does
the flesh on my upper arms,
back, my bust, my buttocks
and my face I don't expect
to look like 20 but can anything be done'
DEAR READER — You
can get rid of unwanted fat
deposits by weight control
and you can increase the size
of your muscles by strength
training, but that loose skin
at your age is there to stay
Perhaps one day science will
find a substance that causes
skin to shrink and turn
young but it does not exist
today.
The only really effective
way to eliminate excess skin
is to cut it off, a body tailoring job. Plastic surgeons can
do wonders today. If a
person, whether man or
woman, wants to look better
and has it done I'm all for
them. Why not look your
best if you have the chance/

Coming-community events listed

the interesting tidbits about
Houston that caught Sheila's eye
was the clotpes that the career
girls chose for work. Sheila said

P.5

designated

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
16 years old and am wondering about using a bust
increasing method to
enlarge in busthne. Do you
think thit ,It 1 did increase
my bustline that it would be
harmful or maybe cause
breast cancer later? My bust
is now 34 inches and I'd like
to increase to 36 or 37 inches. Could you please tell me
more about this, if I should
have it done or not/ Do these
methods really work?
DEAR READER - The
size of a woman's breasts Is
dependent upon inherited
characteristics, hormones
that develop the gland tissue
and the fat stored within the
breast. Unless she is nursing
a baby; then the milk content is a factor, of course.
Those enlargers that are
so highly advertised are usually misleading If you have
a hormone imbalance or
deficiency then you need
some
hormones, not
advertised gimmick. Some
women do need additional
hormones but they usually

old friend who now lives and
works in Houston, Texas. One of

Calloway countions
win point trophies
at Providence shows
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
breast enlargement. That
includes cups, sprays, salves
and the whole gamut of
devices. They won't cause
cancer but you will be disapMany advertised schemes pointed
depn
upon a diet that
I am sending you The
makes a woman gain weight Health Letter number 18-12,
and increases the fat stores Breast Basics, which
in the breasts. But the fat includes exercises and informay develop in the wrong mation on what controls
breast size. Others who want
places, not the right ones
Other programs include a this issue can send 75 cents
series of exercises. These with a long, stamped, selfmay help but they don't addressed envelope for it to
enlarge the breasts, they can me, in care of this newspaincrease the size of the mus- per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
cles over the chest wall City Station, New York, NY
behind them. As the chest 10019.
muscles enlarge the bustline
DEAR DR. LAMB — Is
increases even if the breasts there any chance for me and
themselves remain the same other older ladies who hate
size
what is happening to them to
You can improve your achieve some visible
appearance by improved improvement in appearposture. A good example is ance? I am a very active 63.
standing up straight with I'm 5 feet 6 and weigh 130
your shoulders back. You but my body looks like an ice
can do a lot of the exercises cream cake that was put in
to enlarge the muscles over the oven instead of the
chest yourself at home. freezer. Everything is severdon't recommend those al inches lower than it used
advertised methods for to be.

also have other medical indications of a hormone imbalance other than small
breasts

Youth

Civitan is an associaIndividual efforts.',:
"Our Civitan club has tion of 1,100 service clubs
the Murray Civitan Club.
"The purpose of several service projects, in eight nations. - Formerly an all-male
Civitan is to serve the which include: ComCivitan Inorganization,
Center,
Care
explained
prehensive
community,"
Nick Horton, president of Eagle Scout Troop for ternational is the only
the club. "We do this by Mentally Handicapped, major service chib to
filling human needs that Citizenship Essay Con- open its doors to women.
are not currently being test, Seasonal Food for The action was taken by a

vote of delegates attending the Civitan International convention
Boston in 1974.
Any one who desires to
know more about joining
the Murray Civitan Club,
call 753-4476. The next
regular meeting is Thursday at 7 p.m. at Joe's
Family Restaurant.

Dancercise Class of
Murray Women of Moose
will meet at 6 p.m. at
lodge hall._
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant,Draffenville.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30

p.m. at lodge hall.

Thursday, March 18
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.

noon at club house.

Senior Citizens centers
Carol Poe Group of
Business and Profes- will be open as follows:
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 sional Women's Club will Hazel and Douglas from
p.m. with Sarah Zweigen- meet at 6:30 p.m. at 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
Golden Corral Family from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
ba um.
Steakhouse.

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Friday, March 19
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet at 7

Activities for senior
citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.

Adult Teachers and p.m. in Room 210, Special
Directors of First Baptist Education Building, MurChurch Sunday School ray State University.
Church-wide Pingwill meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Pong Tournament by
Fellowship Hall.
Home Department of Memorial Baptists will
-Murray Woman's Club start at 7 p.m. at Baptist
Mothers Day Out will will have a luncheon at Student Center.
be at 9 a.m. at Good
Shepherd United
The largest of all antelopes is the rare Derby
Methodist Church.
eland, also known as the giant eland, of West and
North-Central Africa. Its weight surpasses 2,000
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
pounds,and it has a shoulder height of 70 inches.
of Beta Sigma Phi will

JONES AND GRAY
Let WELCOME WAGON®
be your first new home visitor.
Helping folks get settled in faster and feel at
home is what WELCOME WAGON has been
doing for over 50 years.
Mils to grail-yaw with useful gifts, helpful
information and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts. All free and made possible by civicminded businesses — individuals who'd like to
meet you too. And, of course, there's no
obligation.r like t0 visit you at Your canalliaallimiL Ali it
takes is a phone cail, and we can ist
an. A
WELCOME WAGONyiaste_sesent
.
--

ES AND GRAY-
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FREE-19 Inch Portable Color T.V. Magnavox
To Be Given Away Sat. Afternon 4:00 3-20-82

GRAND OPENING
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Get Ready For Sprin, With A NEW YOU
at Fantastic Savings
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Women Only $5 Reg.90°°
Men Only $450 Reg.'90°
Children Only $25° Reg.'500
11 Yrs. and Younger

Perms For Spring Only $21°° Reg.'275°
No Appointment Necessary
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Olympic Plaza
Murray 753-0542
2619 H.C. Mathis Drive
Paducah 442-4386
Prices Apply To
Murray Only
Hrs. 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Thur. 9-8 p.m.

The original family haircutters.

ANNIVERSARY SALE
10 TO 80% OFF
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Don't Worry Murray...We Will
Not Be Undersold!
PRICES GOOD We Reserve The
WED. 3-17
Right To Limit
THRU
Quantities
TUES. 3.23

enter

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

Hours:
B a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

REG. $1.49

PEPSI, 7-UP,
MT DEW

(RAFT REAL
IT NON
NAISE
1 39

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

DIET OR REG.
2 LITER
ELASTIC
BOTTLE

4 c.
8 $

BREAD
24 OZ.
SANDWICH
LOAF

LIMIT ONE PR FAMILY
WITII $10.00 ADDMONAL ORDER
4IN EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
k

LYNN GR011t
GRADE 'A' LARGE

EGGS
1.

320Z.

69

t Food Stamps:.
'
We Accept U.S. Gov

IN OUR DAIRY CASE
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•
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MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS
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FAMILY
GROUNDBEEF
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PORK
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LB.
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'Happy'Chandler returns to state Senate after 32 years

TO BE FEATURED — The Charles L. Shedd A.P.S.L. Research Academy
of Mayfield will be featured on WPSD,P.M. Magazine March 17, at 6:30 p.m.
The Shedd Academy is a school for the specific Learning Disabilities of
Dyslexia, Hyperkensis,and Aphasis.

FRANKFORT, Ky. sad," said Chandler, who
(AP) — A.B. -Happy" choked back tears as he
Chandler had "mixed received a standing ovaemotions" when be tion when introduced by
returned to the Kentucky Sen. Henry Lackey, 0state Senate 32 years Henderson.
However, Chandler
after he served there as a
said the one term he servfreshman senator.
Chandler delivered a ed in the Senate was "one
30-minute talk Tuesday of my most rewarding exfrom behind the same periences."
The 83-year -old
desk he had occupied in
was sometimes
Chandler
1930.
Chandler recounted a emotional, sometimes
hot legislative fight he funny, sometimes
won by two votes during philosophical as he rethat session, but noted counted his career, which
that he was the only included stints as lieutemember of that Senate nant governtif, governor,
United States Senator
still living.
"I am the lone survivor and baseball commisand that makes me very sioner.

Chandler's appearance
was in honor of his election last week to the
baseball Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown, N.Y.
Chandler said he thinks
another member of the
Kentucky Senate, Sen.
Jim Bunning, R -Ft.
Thomas, along with
fellow Kentukican Pee
Wee Reese, will join him
someday in the Hall of
Fame.
Chandler, who noted he
was termed "good field,
no hit" while playing
semi-pro baseball in 1919
with Kentucky's other
Hall of Famer, Earle
Combs, cited Bunning's
feat of pitching two no-

hitters, including a
perfect game.
The former two-term
governor told several
humorous stories on
former colleagues and
cracked his well-known
one-liners about his wife,
whom he calls "Mama."
"I told someone once
that I hadn't spoken to
Mama in two weeks,"
Chandler said. "They
asked what was wrong
and I said I didn't want to
interupt."
Chandler also put in
compliment. Chandler
said that while he didn't
want to fault any of Kentucky's first ladies,
yama and Miss Phyllis

Riot causes
transfer of
114 inmates
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Disposable

(George Brown) might be
the best looking ones of
all."
However, Chandler
also got a sidehanded dig
in at Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. and his theme of running Kentucky government like a business.
Chandler noted that
during his first term as
governor in the mid 1930s
he had eliminated a $30
million state debt,
reorganized state government "from top to bottom" and repealed the
state sales tax.
"I think the record
shows we operated the
state like a business,"
Chandler said.
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Candy Bars
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Bleach
1 Gallon
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Peanut Butter
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BUSHNELL,Fla.(AP)
— Officials at the Sumter
Correctional Institution
have transferred 114
young inmates to the
Florida state Prison at
Starke to quell two nights
of racial fighting.
The prison was calm
Tuesday after off-duty
guards were called in to
search for contraband,
state department of corrections spokesman
David Skipper said.
The Bushnell institution houses 1,000 inmates,
most between the ages of
17 and 25. A half-hour of
fighting Monday ended
when guards fired warning shots.
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BEqlEy'S

"Macho doesn't prove
muctio." — Zsa Zsa Gabor.

&moo..
Shines like
the Sun

Medea

Lipsticks
Decongestant Vaporizing Ointment
Relieves distress of colds
1.5 oz.

Moon Drops Et
Super Lustrous
'Choose from over 103 sheds.-
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VEGLEY'S

-BEGLEY'S
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Mennen

Skin Bracer
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WD-40
Spray Lubrant

Aftershave
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Package of 100,

814" white envelopes

Paste Car Wax
14 oz
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Aluminum

Chaise Lounge
Sturdy alumrnum frame
Folds for easy storage or transport
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1
$
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VEGLEI S
EXTRA STREIVGTH

Time Release

Vitamin C
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Super Glue
Sets in seconds
2 Gram
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Analgesic Tablets
or Capsules
SO Capsules
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5
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GO Tablets

It doesn't take much
macho to take what one sees
as a free finesse. Unfortunately, when the "free
finesse" comes with a hidden price tag, macho
becomes something much
less than mucho.
East wins the spade ace
and leads a spade back
through declarer's K-J.
Should declarer finesse the
jack or should he play his
king?
If he plays his jack, the
finesse loses and dummy is
forced to use the ace of
trumps. Later, East scores a
trump trick with his 10 of
trumps and the slam is short
by one trick.
When East leads back a
spade at trick two, declarer
should suspect that East is
up to no good. And instead
of trying his "free finesse,"
declarer should hop up with
his king of spades.
Next, a diamond is led to
dummy's ace and a diamond
is ruffed low. A trump puts
the lead back in dummy and
another diamond is ruffed
with the nine of trumps.
Now it's safe to pull the
trumps and dummy's high
diamonds provide enough
discards to score 12 tricks.
Is the suggested play a
foolproof line? No. It loses
whenever West is dealt two
diamonds and 10 and another heart. Nevertheless, it's a
better shot than _a macho
141-A
NOW&

-,••••iEir---- ( BEGLE Y

ink •

Vulnerable: Both
North. The bidding:
Nerd.
1*
51,

East
Pass
Pass

Seat*
411
6,

Dealer
West
Pass
All

P*111
Opening lead: Spade six
finesse and declarer should
choose the winning line
Bid with Corn
South holds:

3-17-B

*KJ4
•1141.11432
•4
+107

North
2 NT

CITY/STATE/ZIP

Smith
/

ANSWER:Four clubs Use
Gerber to ask for aces and
then bids six or seven no
trump, depending on North's
aces.
--load bridge questions to The APO.
P0 Bos 12363. Dallas., Texas 70211,
with sell-arldrsnied, stamped envelope
for reply
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Prices Good Thru March 21

Jif Peanut
Butter

Final
Clearance
49
$
1801. Jar Sale
Men's Quilted
S-XL
Work
Vests
0-Tips
By Big Smith CR_}` $A88
Cotton Swabs
Package of 300
ANT
Were $1 1.99 Now
SAVE $7.11
$ 1 38

All new formula with
moisture protection
borrier-protects hair

Creamy or Crunchy
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Select Group Of Boy's Fashion

Jeans
By Wrangler

$488
Sizes 4-6-7 Now
$88
5
Sizes 8-14 Now

SAVE UP TO $7.11

Sole

Bufferin
Levi's Women's Wear

Pain Tablets
100 Tablets

Northern Hot Pro
Styling Brush
Makes perfect mood aids ivory time, hot kiosk for styling •
bet rood for porfoct cods, bet comb for ;prick touch-ups.
Moriel 2337

•".":4'

$ IC 95

Sale $21 8

Sale

Tops
Bend Over Rainbow
Three Quarter Sle6/e
Pullover Style
Pants
Reg. $23.99
$99
900

$

Dry Idea
Roll-On
t
Anti-Perspiran
—Ingeler or

Ladies

Sale

1
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Only

Choose from 5 Colors

Unscented
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New Summer

1.5 oz. Sale

StHair_y e
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Sandals

Rival Electric
CanKniveOpener
Sharpener,

ray

3 special ferinnles to
fit the exec/ needs
of year heir.
Style I, Style II, Style III
8 ex. Can

Large Choice Of
Styles and Colors
Priced As Low As

With
Cutting Unit Removes
For Easy Cleaning
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No. 782 Sale

Band-Aid Brand
Plastic Strips
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Squibb
Theragran-M

3/4"Bandages
Box of 60
No. 5635
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Swivel base, tie dews travel strap
urethane few podding with
enwhie vinyl cover,
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Diawa Magforce
Reels
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Do Me Some Tradin
Plus Gunsmith Service
Good Supply Of Used
Shotguns, Rifles, Handguns
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Coming Soon

DAIWA
PROCASTER LITE" with MAGFORCE"
Model PMF-I000 with Narrow Spool
(Also PMF • 1500 with Standard Spool)
Revolutionary Magnetic Ann-Backlash
Baitcasting Reel
• Adiustable magnetic backlash control
•Fast 4 7 to 1 retrwve
• Stainless steel boll hearings
disc drag se.iem
• Super smooth
•(omfortable, i iiiii mired left ...11Is 1)1.11l.
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Cerro' Isopropyl
Rubbing Alcohol

Mars Candy
Bars
Milky Wiry, Seldom,
3 Moskotoors, Mori
Pocks,' Of 10

This Kit
Coatains
Everything
Yee Need To Permanently
repair Holes, Dents, Cracks etc.
On Beets, Campers and Antos

2 Gal. Pitcher With
1
/
Ice Gvard Cover
Heavy Duty Handle No. 615

Wicker holders
hold 9" paper plate
Sot of 4

'
fr.4

$259

Silver Stone
Non-Stick Interior
N.• WO'715-34 Durable Aluminum
8" Pan
Sole $495

84'

-RA.. ....de,

—Action foIdinfilass
Boat Seats

Mirro
Saute Pan

New Lone Need
Soft or Medium

nownno.,

-;\ Fiberglass
g00% Repair
Kit
.0ros`

With Coffey's

400 I.U. Synthetic DL
Bottle of 100

1 249

$78

Collared Shirt Reg. $13.99 Now $88
$788
Shorts Reg. $12.99 Now

Devil Worm

Ns.P43 Sole

Reach Plus Toothbrush
Sale

V-Neck Shirts Reg. $11.99 Now

A Soft "Dip Bait" Used

Switches From
Steam To Dry
At A Push Of A
Wien, 25 Steam Vents

Round 3/4
Bushel
Asserted Colors
No. 292

4t,

$539

G.E. Steam
& Dry Iron

Laundry
Basket
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Reg. $10.99 Now

Payless Brand
Vitamin E
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Colgate Toothpaste
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Geritol Tablets
Nigh Potency Irea-Vitamins Supplements

50 CePaPieS

Without Aspirin

Crew Neck Shirts
$688

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods

l;:ti cy Vitamin
With Minerals
11111101ss 30 Free

Extra Strength
Y11"%lip TykmoiCapsules
$246
Extra Pain Relief

Boy's Tennis
Outfits Matching
Shorts & Shirts
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Town ofSt. Patrick preparing for day ofIrish activities

tu
rites Tuesday
Services for Mrs Versie Stubblefield were
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at St.
John's Baptist Church.
The Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiated.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements by Rutledge
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Stubblefield, 92,
207 North Cherry St., died
Friday at Long Term
Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Born Oct. 7,
1 889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Mack McCuiston.
She is survived by a
son, Kelly Stubblefield,
207 North Cherry St., and
several nieces and
nephews.

ST PATRICK, Mo ly 100 years ago because
(AP) — Every March there were two
17th, letters sent for a uni- Maryvilles in Missouri
que postmark outnumber
The town of 33 people,
party-goers in this tiny located in the norMissouri town named for theastern corner of the
Ireland's patron saint.
state near the Iowa and
But officials for the Illinois borders, boasts it
Shrine of St. Patrick's is the only community in
Parish, which is the nation named for St.
celebrating its 25th an- Patrick. There is no other
niversary, expect a big- in the U.S. Postal Direcger crowd than usual for tory.
tonight's celebrations. In
And although there are
fact, there may be as bigger festivities around
many as 400 people.
the country on March
"It gets pretty wild at - 17th — more than a
times," says Jeff million people gathered
Logsdon, 20. "A lot of peo- last year for New York
ple come with their City's St. Patrick's Day
beards painted green and Parade — the scores of
eir hair painted green. people who gather from
d some people wear surrounding areas for the
d hats."
annual church supper
Originally called and dance say there's
Maryville, the town's none better.
Irish settlers changed the
"It's the high point of
name to St. Patrick near- the year," says Larry

Logsdon, Jeff's father
and operator pf the
town's only tavern.
"Nothing else really
comes close."
The celebration is an
integral part of this
town's heritage, and
when a couple who moved
here last year suggested
the 1982 celebration be
moved to a later date, the
idea was quickly quashed.
"Traditions run deep,"
says Bill Kirchner, a
local farmer who also is
parish treasurer. "The
old-line families drew the
line. It didn't even come
to a vote before the
church board."
Besides, says Kirchner,
the town is proud of its
church.
The town puts a special
shamrock postmark on
its mail every March 17,

Decision about landing strip delayed
EDWARD-S—A-1R
FORCE BASE, Calif.
(AP) — More rain was
forecast for the space
shuttle's already-soaked
desert landing strip, but
officials delayed a decision on Columbia's third
scheduled flight in hopes
that high winds would dry
out the clay.
The launch is scheduled
for Monday with landing
seven days later on
Rogers Dry Lakebed,
which received a halfinch of rain Tuesday that
aggravated muddy conditions left over from
weekend downpours.
A second rainstorm
was expected to hit today.
The National Weather
Service said skies should
start to clear Thursday.
But the Mojave Desert
landing site must be dry
even before Columbia's
March 29 touchdown in
case an emergency
forces an early landing. If
the lakebed isn't dry, the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration apparently has two options:
postponing the flight or
choosing another landing
site.
"If we don't get that
(much rain), we're in
pretty good shape," Les
Reinertson of NASA's
Dryden Flight Research
Center said Tuesday as
rain spattered the 44square-mile lakebed.
"If we get that with
wind, we're probably in

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service March
17, ME
Keotacky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 621 Eat.IN Barrows Ir Gals
luny Witmer Sows under MIRN lower over
6211 dimly M Stigma
US 1-2 MUM,
$411.2641 75
US 2ramsas
641.23-411M
US 2 211144 lbs
15-1625
US 2-3 256-1711lkw
$4775-ISiS
Sows
US 1-2 2711-2MIM
$41.0-43.416
US 1-3 //164111161
642 0-46 Se
US I-3 4641Milit
14414-5444
US 1-36.40is
swes-sto
us 2-3 MKSIbis
141.1111-42.1111
Boars 1245

fair shape," he said.
"We're working on a dayto-day basis here. It
depends on the wind really."
Winds frequently
sweep the barren air
force base, literally sucking moisture from the
caliche clay. The weather
service issued a welcome
forecast for winds
gusting up to 35 mph today.

"I've seen it dry
significantly in a matter
of hours" with strong
winds, Reinertson said.
In Washington, NASA
spokesman Jim
Kukowski said officials
should decide by late
Thursday whether the
lakebed would be dry
enough for the shuttle.
Columbia's countdown
is scheduled to start at 4
a.m. EST Thursday with
liftoff at 10 a.m. Monday.

The agency has a contingency landing site at
White Sands Missile
Range in New Mexico.
But that's not an attractive option since a lack of
equipment and experience could leave Columbia stuck on the
ground for an extra week
or more before it's ready
to return to Kennedy
Space Center in Florida
on the back of a jumbo
jet.

and thousands of people
send pre -addressed,
sta !HA envelopes or
postcards to get the
special postmark, says
Logsdon's wife, Anna, the
town's postmistress.
The special postmark

was approved by the
regional postmaster in
1936, Mrs. Logsdon said.
This year the letters,
about 15,000 from all over
the country, began arriving in mid-February.
Beginning in 1957 and

until it went out of
business recently, the
Shamrock Restaurant in
Kansas City sent more
than 1,500 letters every
year. And for. more than
20 years, a St. Louis man
averaged between 2,500

and 3,000 letters
One )ear a Hamilton,
Ill , businessman loaded
27,000 letters into several
pickup trucks and
brought them here for
postmarks," Mrs
Logsdon recalled

1

National news in brief
CINCINNATI (AP) -Rush-hour traffic was
moving, well, slower than
molasses after, a tanker
truck overturned on an
expressway and spilled
thousands of gallons of
the sweet,sticky syrup.
The rig carrying the
molasses load flipped
over early Tuesday morning and authorities closed Interstate 75's northbound lanes in Cincinnati
while crews sprayed off
the roads and righted the
tanker.
Michael Lonicker, 25,
of Millville, who drove
the rig, told police the
truck's tank ruptured
when it overturned about
6:20 a.m. as he swerved
to avoid a vehicle in the
center lane.
Traffic was rerouted

for most of the day.
GAINESVILLE, Fla.
(AP) — Ramon the
alligator, who once terrorized St. Louis in a
Hollywood movie, now is
growing giant legs with
the help of University of
Florida students who
want to give him a permanent spot in homecoming parades.
The 25-foot prop soared
to fame with the help of
special effects experts in
the movie "Alligator,"
portraying a reptile that
grew to monstrous proportions in the sewers.
Then he was donated to
UF, where he's had a
friendlier image as a
university mascot. For
the past two football
seasons, Ramon has at-

tended games on a us about $250, pretty
makeshift wooden wagon much walks straight
pulled by cheerleaders
ahead at the same speed
But now a dozen and just over smooth surmechanical and faces."
engineering students are
But at least Ramon will
creating some special ef- be moving, which is more
fects of their own.
than he ever did in
"Alligator."
With bits and pieces of
"They originally plannsprings, tubing, metal
for two men to get ined
and pipe, bicycle, car and
side the hollow body and
truck parts, the UF team
walk hunched over with
built a walking machine
200 pounds on each of
that moves at about 5
mph, powered by an elec- their shoulders," Matthews said. "It just didn't
tric motor.
work. No one could carry
"That is one of only two that much weight hunchwalking machines in the ed over like that."
country," says engineer"So, they ended up
ing professor Gary Mat- showing the gator in the
thew, who helped with the stills and when he had to
construction of the walk, they took pictures
machine. "The other one, of real alligators walking
at Ohio State, is a lot fan- and superimposed them
cier ... Ours, which cost on the film."

Soldiers begin peacekeeping duties

SHARM EL-SHEIKH, tarmac with the Straits of demilitarization of the
Israeli-occupied Sinai Tiran at their backs for Sinai Peninsula in ac(AP) — The first con- review by Lt. Gen. cordance with the 1979
tingent of American Frederik Bull-Hansen of Camp David peace treaty
soldiers arrived today to Norway, the commander between Israel and
begin peacekeeping of the Multi-National Egypt.
duties between Israeli Force and Observers
The United States is
and Egyptian forces at (MF0).
contributing 60 percent of
the southern tip of the
The troops were to the estimated ;225 million
FRANKFORT, Ky. Reuse and Senate stan- said 12 of the 20 most freSinai
Peninsula.
march for nine miles in cost for the first year of
(AP) — A bill that mold ding ,Realth and Welfare quently prescribed drugs
---Aat-E1 Al Boeing 747 80-degree heat to their- the MFO. Israel and
broaden Kentuckei committees.
have been omitted from jetliner
brought the 450 new base overlooking the Egypt are paying 20 pergeneric drug law and inThe study concluded Kentucky's list of those desert
-camouf
cent each.
laged Red Sea.
crease its benefits to con- that, while nearly 53 per- that may be interchanged
paratroopers of the 82nd
A later flight today was
Colombia and Fiji also
sumers is expected to be cent of all prescription with generic equivalents.
Airborne Division on a bringing 220 more U.S. are sending infantry battaken up later this week drugs dispensed in Kentalions, and a variety of
She also said that direct flight from Fort soldiers.
by a Senate committee.
tucky have generic
Bragg,
N.C.,
The
battalion
their
support
,
home
functions will be
generic
coms
are
being
Sen. John Trevey, R- equivalents, pharmacists
base.
manded by Lt. Col. carried out by soldiers
Lexington, said he plann- are allowed to substitute substituted for only about
Wearing maroon berets William Garrison of Fort from Australia, New
ed to amend a generic generics for only about 16 3.5 percent of all of the
prescription drugs and carrying two water Worth, Texas, is the ma- Zealand, France, Italy,
drug bill he proposed percent of them.
canteens each, the jor contribution to the the Netherlands, Norearlier this session to
Another finding was available in Kentucky.
soldiers lined up on the force that will monitor way, Britain and
reflect the findings of a that the law is saving conMost drugs are dispensstudy conducted by the sumers only about ed exactly as written on
National Center for $5001000 to $750,000 of a the prescription, even
Health Services.
possible $6 million to ;8 though greater savings
A report on the study million a year.
could result if a cheaper
was presented Tuesday
Dr. Carolee DeVito, generic equivalent were
at a joint meeting of the who supervised the study, substituted,she said.
KALAMAZOO, Mich. victed Tuesday of firstZackery testified he liv( AP 1 — A 29-year-old degree criminal sexual ed off and on with the girl,
man faces life in prison conduct. The girl, now 12, her sister and the girls'
after being convicted of went to court last fall to mother since moving
as the first woman on the raping an 11-year-old girl get permission to have an from Chicago to
BERWYN,Pa.(AP) — N.J.
While the Nixons were Supreme Court “how who became pregnant abortion, but Judge Kalamazoo in 1912. He
Pat Nixon got a great big
TV for her 70th birthday. in this suburb about 30 much it would mean to and was later denied an Donald Halstead refused. said the girl's sister
miles west of many people around the abortion by a county pro- The National Organiza- regularly slept in his bed,
The wife of former Philadelphia, a large- country."
bate judge.
tion for Women is now but that he slept with the
president Richard Nixon screen television was inseeking his removal from victim only once, and
She
said.
_people
intercelebrated her birthday stalled at their home,
-Alvin Zaekery was con- the bench.
they did not have sex.
Tuesday at a private par- said the spokesman, who preted her appointment
as
meaning
"there
are
ty in Berwyn at the home did not give his name--virtually unlimited opof her son-in-law and
Asked if Mrs. Nixon portunities for women."
APIIM"14=111 Irwmmligs
daughter.
7
knew about the present in
The Saving Place
"It's important to
A spokesman at the advance, the spokesman mothers for their
home of David and Julie said, "I think she's got an daughters and to
Eisenhower said that, inkling."
daughters for
along with the traditional
NEW YORK (AP) — themselves," she said in
cake, there was a special Supreme Court Justice an interview in the April
present from the whole Sandra Day O'Connor issue of the Ladies' Home
family waiting at Nixon's says she had no idea Journal, published Tueshome at Saddle River, when she was appointed day.

Uruguay.
The Americans' arrival
was watched by a few
dozen Israeli troops and
civilians and some
Bedouin Arabs who sat
under crude sun shelters
outside the airfield.
A few of the Israelis
wore T-shirts with
slogans protesting—the—
withdrawal from Sinai
which Israel must complete April 25. But there
were no demonstrations
over* the territory, which
Israel captured from
Egypt in the 1967 ArabIsraeli East War.

Genetic drug law to be discussed

Convicted man faces life
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2-HP, 22" Rotary Mower
Recoil-start mower with handlemount throttle control. Gasolinepowered Briggs & Stratton engine.
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Bollard conned by free throws

Tilghman survives Region I
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OH YES ... OH NO! — (Top photo) Ballard Memorial's Keith
Myers (21) drives against Paducah Tilghman defender Derrick
Thomas (51). But, his scoring plans were interrupted by a charging
call(below).
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By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Belligerent Ballard
Memorial almost
recovered from a sluggish first half, but clutch
free throw shooting lifted
Paducah Tilghman to a
55-52 win in Tuesday's
Region 1 championship in
Racer Arena.
The Blue Tornado sank
17 of 20 tosses from the
stripe and hit four of four
with tro minutes remaining to stay ahead of the
surging Bombers until
time ran out.
Ballard coach B. B.
Kendrick said the comeback's success depended on the steadiness of
Tilghman at the line in
the late going. "If they
hadn't made the foul
shots, we'd have been in
the game," he said. "But
they made the foul
shots."
Ballard dropped behind
from the outset, and remained anywhere from
five to eight points down
until Tilghman turnovers
led to a fourth quarter
Bomber rally.
Ahead 45-38, Tilghman
lost possession with four
minutes left in the fourth
quarter. Ballard
capitalized as Keith
Myers hit a foul shot,
missed the second, and
teammate Jeff Brewington scored with the rebound to make it a 45-41
game.
But scrappy Ballard —
which had overcome
eight first half turnovers
and a 10 point deficit —
suffered another setback
at the hands of Eddie
Norris.
Norris scored 22 points,
and his last five put the
Tornado over the hump
and into the state
tourney. At 2:56, he
powered in a left-handed
slam dunk and was fouled. He converted the
three -pointer and
Tilghman was up 50-43.
blocked shots
espite
.by Norris and James
Teague (six points),
Ballard hit two field goals
and a foul shot to close
within two at 50-48.
Tilghman then tried to
let the air out, but Ballard
fouled Teague with :31
left. He hit both ends of

OPEN 24 HOURS
Ice Cream
ave
Cones

Si RVI

Drvision of Ashland Os Wit

-This was our first
championship in two
years," he said. "We
really wanted to prove
this group could be champions."
Miller said this year's
Region 1 tournament
field was the strongest in
his 14 years with
Tilghman, and that made
winning the crown even
more satisfying.

Tilghman coach Berny
Miller — the third winningest coach in Kentucky

— said Tuesday's game
was one of the most gratifying of his six regional
Going into the state
titles.
tourney, he said his

Murray State swept
another doubleheade? at
home Tuesday, pounding
Southeast
Massachussetts, 12-6, and
bombing Rhode Island,
14-2, in six innings in the
nightcap.
Thoroughbred hurler
Doug Rice' evened his
record at 1-1 by fanning
eight and walking only
three in six innings.
Hi; batting backup aid
included Gary Blaine's
grand slam homer in the
sixth, a two-run homer in
the second by Lee Hutson
and back-to-back RBI
doubles by Scott Peck
and Carrell Boyd.
The second game, called after six innings
because of darkness, saw
Ronnie Chancellor 1-1 )
go the distance for the

'Breds and Hutson hit the
second grand slam homer
of the day.
The grand slam was
Hutson's second of the
game, following a tworun shot in the first, and
his seventh of the year.
Other 'Breds with
round-trippers were Todd
Hale and Boyd.
In eight games Murray
State has rapped 20

team's main weakness is
depth. "We still have the
same problem we had
when we started," he
said. "We've just been
able to cope with it."
TILGHMAN MI
Cooper 4641; Teague 2 2-2 1; Norris5
13-14 22; Arterbarn 2 41-• 4 Shomport I
3-4 IS; Thomas0040.
Totals- lb-3117-11M
BALLARD MEMORIAL 52
Taffer 3-2 111; Brewingtas 13-4 13;
Myers 4 1-1 IS; Sanas
2-2 2;
geriblaIll 1 3-3 5, Babb 1 64 2; Mitchell
'.4,.
Totals - 20-47 11-1132.
Halftime - Tilghman 34, Ballard 31

homers led by Hutson
with seven. The school
team record is 69 set last
season and individually
the home run king is Clay
Boone, who set his notch
at 16 last year.
Today the 'Breds play
another home
doubleheader against the
same teams as Tuesday.
The first game begins at 1
p.m. at Reagan Field.

BOX SCORES
MURRAY
1 5 1 0 5 X 12
SE MASS.
121 1 0 3 1 i
MT'S - ISSU 12, SEM 1_ HR - Bytom, Blaine i ISSU 1, O'Brien (SEM ). IB
- Peck, Boyd (MSU).
ERRORS- MSU 3,SEM 4.
WP - Ries. LP - NIkooey.
•

•

•

MURRAY
2 11 1 0 1 14
141112 2
RI
HITS - MISU 11, RI 5. HR - Hutson
(21, Hale, Boyd (11SU 211 - Blame
(NSW.
ERRORS- MSU 1, RI 2.
W Mahoney
WP - Chancellor. LP MSU record - 5-3.

Sports, briefly
ATHENS, Ga.(AP) —
Georgia's All-American
tailback, Herschel
Walker, announced that
he decided against
challenging the NFL rule
prohibiting the drafting
of undergraduates — at

least for now.
Walker's decision
means the 6-foot-1, 222pounder will remain at
the University of Georgia
to play football for the
Bulldogs next fall, his
junior season.

NEVI Ram Shack
Your discount parts supermart
•
•
•
U
•
U
•
U
• Foreign

19.95
Master cylinders

water
pump
Remano.ctured for most

Remanufactured for most
domestic cars Price with
change Auto Shack can
s.1 ye you money

,mports Price wah exchange

I.

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

1.99Do IMP
2.99...ILIPIP

.89.

apart

Valvolino 10W40 motor oil

hivoLINE 1 #A.A
kloTon 0"-

World's first and world's finest quality
motor oil Save money save gas buy
now Limit 6 quarts please

801 Ceidwater Id.at 5 Pts.
Charles

Colonial

Ballard's Brewington
scored quickly, but only
:05 seconds were left, and
Tilghman 's Terry
Shumpert ( 15 points)
finished out the scoring
with yet another free
throw.

Thoroughbreds sweep twin bill

Standardized
tuneup kits
For most foreign and
domestic cars Limit
2please

AND sAY('

Prices Good Thru Sun. 21st

the one-and-one to put the
lead back to four, but
Bomber Jim Taffer (20
points) took the ball inside and scored. Ballard
alertly called for time
with :17 left.
Tilghman was forced to
call time to avoid a 5second call under
pressure on the in-bounds
play. In desperation,
Ballard fouled Norris,
who canned both free
shots to make it 54-50 with
:15 left.

INEF-1

2.99
Pram air ffitor
For most domestic
passenger cars except
Vega Limit 2

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
orsiare

Bread

;
11

8

2-160z. Loaves

24.99

6099

.99

1199 4..-

Assorted key chains
Driving fight sot
Quartz halogen light set Assorted colors and
penetrates fog or rein, 2 styles to choose from
at Auto Shack's low
lights S wiring kit with
prices
switch.

Grandma's

Cookies
Lt. $109

14.99...
Hydraulic Jacks
For all those heavy
lobs

Dent puller
To straighten those
dents that hammers
can't reach

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. til 8 p.m.

2 Lk. Pkg

Sunshine

Dog Food
$ 99
25

Field
Pro
Leaguer

Hot
Dogs
12 Os. Pig.

7.99

1.99
1/shni cover gasket
Quality replacement
valve cover gasket for
most domestic cars
Buy now and save

Coke, Tab
& Sprite
16 oz. 8 Pk.

$1 29

Wiper control
Ideal for light mist,
snow or bad road
conditions. Can be
installed on any
convention 7/ wiper system.

OPY AVAILABLE

2
/1.00
48 month battery
Four years of
guaranteed starting
power Auto Shacii
priced to save you
money Exchange

Outline fighters
Around the house or in
your car, always keep a
spare At Auto Shack
you saw big bucks

Open every Sunday
you mood•hard-to-And part that Auto Snatch
EXPRESSPARTS SERVICE Ifdoesn't
stock, we will got it for you promptly.

Prairie Farm

Milk

$909
410

Gel.

Locust Street
Paris, TN

712

South 12th Street
Southside

Center

644-9588

753-8971
Ad

•

Haiogon headlamps
See up to 25% further
with quality heed/amps
Halogen IIH6014,
SH6054. 1499

primps not good for Eraprosa parts • Ad prices good thru Sunday
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Students rally behind playoff team

Boston College overcoming bad image

A

By The Associated Press
Most recent headlines
concerning Boston College's basketball team
left something to be
desired.. until last
weekend,that is.
First, the Eagles got off
to a 5-6 start, beating only
such nonpowerhouses as
Bentley, Stonehill,
Brown, New Hampshire
and Fairfield. Then, Rick
Kuhn, a former BC
player, was convicted of
conspiring to fix six
games during the 1978-79
season and sentenced to
10 years in prison.
Finally, Bradley Coach
Dick Versace ripped the
Eagles' schedule when
they were selected for the
NCAA Tournament and
his team was bypassed.
Versace intimated that
BC was picked as one of
four teams from the Big
East Conference because
Dave Gavitt, the league's
commissioner, also is

chairman of the NCAA
Division I Basketball
Committee.
But there has been a
sharp turnaround ever
since Boston College
stunned second-ranked
DePaul 82-75 Sunday to
advance to the Midwest
Regional semifinals in St.
Louis this weekend
against Kansas State.
There was a noisy campus rally Monday and
"Meet Me in St. Louie"
signs greeted the team
when it returned home.
"It's a great experience," said Coach
Tom Davis. "It's the excitement of life. It's what
sport is all about...trying
to do your best.
"We were 5-6 at one
time, but I did not think
we were playing poorly.
We lost on the road to
some very fine basketball
teams. I think the players
just kept working. Accepting the losses made us

'Erb
N 4.;;;;;'.

n

A
AIJ
82 1

work harder."
Boston College isn't the
only one of the 16 remaining teams which may not
be household name to college
basketball afficionados. Idaho and
Fresno State aren't traditional powers, either,
although they are ranked
eighth and 11th nationally.
The other Midwest

semifinal sends fifthranked Missouri against
Houston, In the East
Regional at Raleigh,
N.C., top-rated North
Carolina meets No.13
Alabama and ninthranked Memphis State
faces Villanova.
The Mideast Regional
at Birmingham, Ala.,
sends third -ranked
Virginia against No.17
Alabama-Birmingham
and seventh-rated Minnesota against No.20
Louisville. And in the
West Regional at Provo,
Utah, No.6 Georgetown
takes on Fresno State and
Idaho goes against
fourth-ranked Oregon
State.
That game will be a
rematch. Idaho's Vandals, with a skinny 6-foot6 center and no super
scorers embarrassed
OSU 71-49 in the Far West
Classic last December.
"I would assume pro-

bably they have improved more than we have,"
says Coach Don Monson.
"It's tougher for us to
play a team twice,
especially the quality of
Oregon State. Even
though we're not
awesomely big, I think
we're intelligent enough,
our guards are good
enough, my big players
are quick enough that we
can offset a lot of things.
"And when you get this
far, you're only talking
about two (victories) to
get to the Final Four. So
realistically and honestly, I feel we can do that."
Fresno State expects
1,500 or more of its rabid
fans — the Red Wave has
become almost as well
known as the team — to
follow the Bulldogs to
Provo for the game
against Georgetown, the
top-seeded team in the
West Regional.

START SPRING FUN WITH A

LITTLE LEAGUE CHAMPS — Calloway County's sixth grade all stars
were recently crowned champions of the Lyon County Little League Tournainclude (front row
ment at Eddyville. Members of the championship
ow,(standing from left)
from left) Missy Tucker, April Woods, Erica M
n Ruccio, Melinda Butcoach John Gingles, Joanna Gibbs, Tons Camp,
terworth, Melissa Miller and manager Joey Crenshaw.

AP names All-State team,
Beth voted Coach of Year
LEXINGTON, Ky. Goins on the 10-player
(AP) — Webster County's team were Debbie Miller
Sharon Ottens and Connie of Casey County,
Goins of Frankfort Clemette Haskins of WarWestern Hills, deadly ren Central, Karla May of
shooters who attracted a Rowan County, Laura
host of major-college Seay of Marshall County,
recruiters, head The Karen Pelphrey of
Associated Press' 1981-82 Johnson Central, Leslie
Kentucky Girls' All-State Nichols of Lexington
basketball team.
Henry Clay, Maria
Ottens, an honorable- Poschinger of Louisville
mention selection last Mercy Academy, and
year, was the leading Polly Stephenson of
vote-getter in balloting by Boone County.
sportswriters and sportHoward Beth, who
scasters from across the guided Marshall County
state. She held a one- to a 29-3 record and the
ballot edge on Goins, who First Region title, was
was named to the team named Coach of the Year.
for a third straight year
Ottens, a 6-foot-2 senior
and is considered by forward who usually was
many a prohibitive double- or triple-teamed,
favorite for the state's averaged 26 points and 14
"Miss Basketball" title.
rebounds per game far a
Joining Ottens and Webster Count team

SAVING CATCH!
Wilson Fielder's Glove
with FREE Baseball Offer
Sale Price

10.87

Right or left hand; leather palm with
"Grip-Tite" pocket.63-269-95278-78

Rawlings
Fielder's Glove

19.96
Steerhide leather, deep
well pocket. 63-274-31

NCAA results
NCAA Basketball Tournament
EAST REGIONAL
Smalhaels and Finals
March 11 and 21
At Raleigh, N.C.
North Carolina (21-2) vs Alabama
(34-4)
Memphis State 124-1) vs. Valency+
(23-71

IS
REGIONAL
Semifinals and Finals
March It and 21
At &Louis.
Houston 123-71 vs. Missouri 27-3 I
Boston College 214) vs Kansas St
23-7

Johnson Use the ball sale price
the major Ai
"Century of
leagues.
Lite" Reel
and Johnny Little League Baseball
s2.47
Walker Spin
Cast Rod
Both Only

▪99

63-296-43

63-236439

.4
.87

es, wood;
Little League
approved.

Sale Price

63-305-34/43
•()ale Youth League in some

NOM

Batting WOW'S 63-21833, 76. . . .53.48

Made in
U.S.A. Black
Save $200
or white; reed toe,
inforcpadded ankle II •86Pr.
collar.
Reg.'9.86 Pr.
63-391 -0V395- 35

Seay was a 64 percent
field goal shooter for
Marshall County. The 611 senior center-forward
averaged 17.8 points and
8.9 rebounds.

Sports at a glance

MIDEAST REGIONAL
Semifinals and Final
March a and 11
At Birmingham,Ala.
Louisville 121-91 vs. Minnesota I 234)
Alabama-Birmingham (34-5) vs.
Virginia 30-3

Major T.Little-League-Bats
Baseball
26-31 inch-

that finished 25-6.
"She's a great talent,"
said Coach Phil Gibson.
"She's won the state highjump (championship) the
last three years."
The 5-10 Goins was an
all-stater at Franklin
County before moving to
newly created Western
Hills as a junior, and led
booth teams to the state
tournament. She averaged 26.3 points and 13.3 rebounds this season while
playing forward. She also
hit 55 percent of her floor
shots and 80 percent of
her free throws.

WEST REGIONAL
Semifinals and noels
March 11 and II
Mitsui,Utah
Georgetown, D.C. (274) vs. Fresno
St.(27-2)
Idaho(17-2) vs. Oregon St.(344)
',CAA Filial Four
Semi/Mai and Final
March 2T and 21
At New Orleans

NIT results
Natiosal Invftatiea Tasnollial
First Band
Tuesday,Mardi!
Oklahoma 81, Oral Roberts 73
Wednesday, March 10
Purdue 72, Western Kentucky $5
Dayton 75, Connecticut 75, OT

Ciscinnati 3, Houston!
Illinois US, Long Island U, 7!
Kansas City 2, Montreal 1,11 innings
Texas kIM NI, Lamar 51
Atlanta IS, Baltimore
Washington a,Brigham Young 13
Lou Angeles 6, Detroit 2,11 innings
Thursday,March 11
Pittsburgh 10, Minnesota 1
Georgia 73, Templeal
Toronto 7, Boston 3
Retgersa,Iowa
Texas 5, New York(AL)2
Bradley 75, American U.II
Chicago(N1)11,Seattle (85(3
Nev.-Las Vegas 87, Murray St. 41
California San Francisco 2
Friday,March It
San Diego 13, Milwaukee
Maryland 14, Richmond 50
Oakland 3, Cleveland 1
Syracuse it,St.Peter's 75
Seattle (SS) vs. Mexico Cfty Reds at
Virginia Tech 19,Fordham 58
Merida, Mexico,(o)
Mississippi 53, Clemson 49
Totem 83, Leuisiaaa St. 71
Cal-Irvine 70,San Diego St.
Second Hound
Monday's Games
Georgia 13, Maryland 89
Bradley 115,Syracuse II
National Basketball Assecistkm
Dayton 41, Illinois $I
CAREEN CONFERENCE
Virginia Tech 111, Mississippi 55
Atka& Division
Purdue OS, Rutgers SB
W L Pet. GB
Oklahoma N,Cal-Irvine 77
Beam
41 a
715 —
Tulane 54, Nev.-Las Vegas 51
Philadelphia
45 11
714
3%
Texas Mitt 19, Washington 15
New Jersey
13 23
5111 11%
Third Round
Waahlagten
31 32
412 17%
Thursday's Games
New York
31 37
438 21
Virginia Tech 120-10) at Georgia IiCirtral MAU.
ii)
Milwaukee
44 II
577
Tulane 11941 at Bradley (334111)
Atlanta
29 33
438 13%
Dayton 214)at Oklahoma(113-la
Detroit
X 31
413 14
Friday's Gams
Indiana
X X
456 14%
Texas ABM(WH)aPaden(11/43r.'.. Chicago
M
4111 17%
—
Cleveland
14 411
31%
At New Teat
WESTERN ODNIPERZNall
lamidissR
Midwest Maass
day,learek22
W L Pet. GB
Sem ifinalainses
San Antonio
40 IN
Finals
Hesston
X II
454
4%
Wednesday, March 14
Denver
ar
$55
11%
Championship game
Dallas
a a
344 15
Reams City
a 43
331 111%
NOTE . Semifinel pairings will be anUtah
15 a
251 11%
nounced at the conclusion of Thursdays
Pad Division
games.
Les Angeles
44 11
.877
SOW*
.584
42 21
I%
1/----711611012
.513
X U
7%
addle State
35 mo
.147
1%
Portland
31 31
.M1 11
ass Diego
11 a
.M5 U
IASINs•litorm
Tuesday's Games
San Antonio 114, New York 91
rsomday'sOMNI
New York (NL)I,Chkago AL)0
Indiana 101,Smttle II
St.Lisle U,Philadelphia I
Beaten Mt, Washington Fl,OT

Pro basketball

Pro baseball

JOHNSON REELS

Gospel Meeting
Green Plain-,
Church of Christ
Sib Pito
46 inches long, 9 swiveled hooks. Reg.'1.39
1

07
•

Century lite reel with
pushbutton, anti-reverse_
adj. drag and line.
Reg.'1269 61 206-95
41
/
2-ft.;solid glass. Pistol
grip handle. Reg. v3.99 Ea.

March 19-21
Sunday
7.
10:45 a.m.-6 p.m.
Week Days 7:00 p.m.

Natural rubber skirt. X, ounce Sale NCO
and y. ounce, assorted colors.
Reg. 59' Ea. ht 73-06/6 74 56

611)086

II
•4*02441,.-14
Prices Good Through Saturday at All OTASCO Stores & Participating

Bel Air Ctr. Murray, Ky.

maim

Evangelist
John Mays
You Are Cordially Invited To Attend
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Despite warnings,truck tax bill.sent to house
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The truck tax bill
has been sent to the
House floor for a vote
despite warnings by opponents that the proposal
won't work and will bring
retaliation from other
states.
The measure that was
proposed by the
Democratic caucus in the
hope of raising $37 million
more a year was approved Tuesday by the House
Appropriations and

Revenue Committee
The 13-5 margin sent
the bill to the floor with
administration support.
If passed there, it would
be sent to the Senate.
We were sandbagged," said Paul Young of
Louisville, lobbyist for
the Kentucky Motor
Transport Association
Inc., who waited in vain
to be called to present his
side.
"It's all greased, I

know it's going to go,"
said Rep. Art Schmidt, RCold Spring, as the opposition's attempted
substitute and amendment failed in committee.
Rep. Jerry Lundergan,
D-Lexington, predicted to
colleagues "tough conseqUences when you get
back home."
As originally proposed
by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. weeks ago, the
weight-distance tax on
trucks would have

brought in $72 million additional yearly.
The compromise figure
came to slightly more
than half that expected
revenue.
The trucking industry
sought increased taxes on
diesel fuel and higher
registration fees as an
alternative to the truck
tax, which would be imposed based on the truck
weight and distance
traveled on state
highways.

A memorandum from
Legislative Research
Commission staffers was
submitted Tuesday to the
appropriations committee, and it cast some
doubt on the claim of
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts that the
truck tax was simple and
easy to collect.
The memorandum said
in part:
'•In enforcing the
weight-distance tax in
Kentucky, ad-

Metts had said "we'll
do what we have to do" to
collect the truck tax.
The LRC memorandum

Senators to consider marriage license fee hike

stars
xirnait row
n left)
a But-

FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — The state Senate
is the next stop for a
measure that would increase marriage-license
fees to help fund spouseabuse centers in Kentucky.
Rep. Gerta Bendl's bill,
the subject of a lengthy
legislative journey, won
the endorsement of the
House Tuesday by a 59-34
vote after an effort to
delay its consideration
was rejected.
Under the bill, Kentucky's marriage-license
fee would increase from
;4 to $14, with the additional money being earmarked for the centers.
In urging support of the
measure, Rep. Bendl, DLouisville, told her colleagues that the services
offered by the centers are
not duplicated by state or
volunteer agencies.
But several legislators
objected to the provision
increasing marriagelicense fees, suggesting
that a better approach
would have been to hike
the court costs for
divorce proceedings.
In its original form,
Rep. Bendl's bill would
have imposed an increased divorce fee. But that
provision was changed in
the House Counties and
Special Districts Committee — one of two corn-

t talent,"
I Gibson.
Late highship) the

I was an
Franklin
loving to
Western
, and led
the state
averagd 13.3 reion while
She also
her floor
mcent of

percent
ger for
'• The 5-forward
lints and

mittees which considered
the bill prior to its appearance before the full
House.
The bill also was the
target of charges by fundamentalists groups that
spouse-abuse centers promote female homosexuality. and r adical
politics. The charges
were contained in a letter
distributed last week and
signed by Rep. Willard
"Woody" Allen, R Morgantown.
A number of represen-

tatives referred to the letter during the 45-minute
debate Tuesday, one of
them describing his initial impression as believing the document was a
joke.
"My second impression
was one of almost mortal
fear." said Rep. Gret
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg,
describing the letter as
the use of scare tactics to
urge House members to
defeat the "sorely needed" measure.
Saying that he has

worked with abused
families, Stumbo said,
"There is nothing in the
world that can hurt you
more than seeing a (battered) mother and her
children with no place to
go."
Rep. Dolly McNutt, DPaducah, was among
those legislators voting
against the bill because of
the marriage-license fee
provision.
"I believe there should
be a center in every community," Rep. McNutt

said.
However, she added,
marriage is "a sacred
contract...( and) those
who enter marriage do so
with the highest
hopes...."
"To turn around and
say that they have paid in
order to be permitted to
abuse each other is, in the
very least, a travesty."
The effort to delay consideration of the bill
came in the form of a motion by Rep. Tom Riner,
D-Louisville, to place the

\ft
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Eastwood Christian
School will have it's annual School Night Program by the kindergarten
and grades one through
nine on Friday, March 19,
at 7 p.m. at Eastwood
Baptist Church, located
on Highway 94, east of
Murray.
This will be an
academic presentation
by each class exhibiting
the developmental training of the daily curriculum.
Registration for the
1982-83 school term will
be Friday, March 26 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturday, March 27 from
9 a.m. to noon, at
Eastwood Baptist
Church.
For additional information call 753-1834 or 7594090.
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proposal actually
amounted to $22 million
annually or $15 million
less than the caucus proposal.
Brown has said the
truck tax is the keystone
of his plan to raise ;186
million additional in the
next two fiscal years.
The administration's
proposed budget is about
the same amount as was
passed ay the 1980
legislature, although that
budget was cut by as
Much as $600 million
when the reces,sion hit.
The extra money
sought would go mainly
to elementary and secondary education and
human serviceS.
Part of it also would
come from higher liquor
taxes and increased user
fees.
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ROCKY ROAD CAKE

3 h.p. Briggs engine with recoil start; heavy duty deck;
side discharge for optional grass catcher;.Reg. $139.95
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STOP BY
BIG JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY
IN YOUR LOCAL
BIG JOHN STORE
REGISTER FOR A

19 in. Mower
New generation Supreme engine
starts quickly, solid state ignition
actually eliminates tune-ups. Reg.
$289.95 47 156-03

_U.S. ready
to fight crime
in Florida
MIAMI (AP) — Navy
destroyers, Army
helicopters, new restrictions on airplanes entering Florida and quicker
deportation proceedings
for illegal aliens will be
used to fight crime and
drugs in south Florida,
Vice President George
Bush says.
Bush, who is heading a
Cabinet-level task force,
announced Tuesday that
Navy destroyers would
be used by the Coast
Guard to stop drug smuggling and the U.S.
Customs Service would
get three Cobra gunships
from the Army.
The aircraft regulations will require planes
entering Florida to land
at designated airstrips to
stop them from unloading
drugs at isolated landing
sites. Bush said a task
force would intensify efforts to "expedite the
removal of the illegal
aliens in south Florrda
who have been convicted
and sentenced for local
crimes"

said "it is impossible to
determine the total eftarts of passage of a
weight-distance tax on
the Kentucky mogor carrier industry. However, it
is possible to say that
some states would
retaliate against Kentucky carriers and that
an exodus of some
Kentucky -based
operators could result."
Young said "this is a
reciprocity problem welldocumented by ( the
legislature's) own study,
and added that "old-style
politics" was used to get
the measure through.
The House leadership
held firm on the proposal,
and Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, told opponents
that the trucking industry's revenue
estimate for its counter-

Longlife 20" Cut Mower

Eastwood
program
scheduled

:ity Rads at

bill on the clerk's desk.
Riner sought the
postponement to allow
time to file an amendment that he said would
ensure the accountability
of the centers which
receive state funds.
But Bendl and Rep.
Mary Ann Tobin, DIrvington, maintained the
amendment would kill
the bill by creating funding problems and making it impossible for the
state to monitor the
centers.

YOUR
UM MORE
TORE
,
Save $39.98

55)3
•2

Pet

ministra tors could be faced with the option of increasing on-the-road enforcement, thereby providing for greater compliance with the tax provisions, or negotiating
reciprocal agreements
exempting other state(s),
thereby reducing tax
receipts.

5 H,P. Tiller

Save $44.95

$225
Even less wl trade-In

25" tilling width, 14" selfsharpening tines. Depth adjusts. Reg. $389.954730305
Tractor Tiller Comb. 47

Save $90.29

299.66
Even less w/ trade-In

FREE
CAKE OF Tim WEEK!

JOHN'
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Cow Manure Lawn Bags Garden Hoe Patio Broom
Sale Price 1674
Composted; odorless.
40-lb. bag. 48345413

.47

Sale Pricel

Heavy duty 2 mil bags;
7-bu. capacity! Pkg. of
5. 46-27043

Sale Price

3.99

All purpose hoe, weed,
furrow, hoe closely to
plants. Reg. $5.49 43-127-07

Sale Price 2.
For driveway, sidewalk
etc. Reg. $3.29 43-156.01
Grass Rake 4874208.43.66

FREE LAWN MOWER INSPECTION

Bring your lawnmower to OTASCO Saturday, March 20, and let us check it over
to make sure ills ready for the lawn-mowing season. We will check the engine
compression, spark plug, blade, fuel tank and the general condition of your
mower. The Inspection is absolute/y Ires.
Inspections availabla at all particspating OTASCO stores.
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,Red Cross seeking $10,000 in drive

C

GOULD OIL CO.,INC.
Hazel, Ky.
is proud to announce its new association with
Phillips Petroleum Company. Now our retailers
will be able to offer you Phillips 66 quality products
for your car. So please stop in at any
of these Phillips retailers where
you'll be glad a change has taken place.

Hendon's Service Station
200 N. 4th St.
RoHo Service Center
5 Points Murray
Wilson-Holsapple
Phillips 66
Hazel, Ky.

t•FA3ITOR'S NOTE:
The annual Calloway
County Red Cross fund
drive is being conducted
during the month of
March. The MurrayCalloway County
Jaycees are leading the
drive to raise $10,000 to
fund the chapter's programs during the coming year.
(The following article,
written by chapter executive director Lucy
Wright, describes some
of the varied programs
regularly provided by
the chapter Wright says
some of the chapter 6
current services will be
in jeopardy if the fund
drive goal is not met).
The Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee's are
leading the annual Red
Cross fund drive in attempt to maintain services for the people of
Calloway County.
The Calloway Red
Cross Chapter has a
goal of $10,000 this year.
Last year's fund drive,
swim program and
resale of Red Cross textbooks did not net
enough money to support a full-time local
chapter.
Clyde Pennington,
regional representative
with Red Cross, applied
for and received a one
time grant of $3,500
from the National Red
Cross which has enabled
us to keep the doors
open five days a week
and to have the director

Since 1944
For fill of customer owned
Minimum

tanks.

delivery 200 gallons.

C Feb. 1982

TRI-STATE PROPANE,INC
Route 4, Box 20, Paducah, Kentucky 42001-9456 Phone (502)898-7387

on call 24 hours each
day, seven days a week
for emergency calls.
The local chapter provides many necessary
services to Calloway
County.
Approximately 250
families are assisted
each year in filling out
papers to the Veterans
Administration. These
forms include disability
benefits, widows and
dependents aid and
educational aid to
veterans of their
dependents. In the fall
of each year all persons
drawing an9 type of
veterans pension are required to fill out-income
questionarre cards.
Along with these cards,
medical expenses must
be itemized for the past
year. This annual reporting enables the
Veterans Administration to determine
eligibility for continued
pension benefits for the
oncoming year. If these
forms are not filled out
promptly and correctly
the veterans, widows or
dependents could lose
the benefits. Red Cross
is one of the primary
agencies assisting with
this paperwork. No
longer does the state of
Kentucky send a
representative to assist
the local people. The
other local agency who
helps is the D.A.V.
representative, Mr.
Weldon Thomas who is
in Murray one afternoon
a week. The local
Chapter director often is
required to make home
visits to these veterans
or widows who are
housebound or unable to
come to the office.
Seven days each
week, 24 hours a day,
the local director is on
call for military
messages. In order for a
service man to be contacted concerning
death, accident or
sickness in the family
Red Cross must be the
channel. On the local
level all requests must
be verified and the
message is relayed to

the Red Cross worker at
the military installation. The military is
therefore given the local
Chapter's verification
and request. The decision to grant leave to the
serviceman is a
military choice based on
the information from
the local chapter. In the
event a service person is
overseas, on assignment at sea, or out of the
United States, the
messages are telephoned to AM CROSS in
Washington Grid then
cabled to the location of
the service person. Red
Cross workers make it
possible to contact a service person in the extreme far reaches of the
world quickly.
Often, the reverse
procedure is necessary
when a service person
needs vital information
concerning his family.
The local director then
obtains this needed information and relys to
the service person the
condition at home. In a
normal year, Calloway
chapter services from
150 to 200 military
messages. Seven calls
have been dealt with
during the past six
weeks.
During the past three
years, requests have
been made of the local
office to obtain information concerning families
in natural disaster
areas such as earthquakes in Italy and
Greece, tornadoes in
Texas and eruption of
Mt.St. Helens. —
National Red Cross
relays areas hardest hit
to Louisville Division
which passes this information to the local
Chapters. Red Cross
disaster teams are sent
to areas faced -!with
natural—disasters
throughout the United
States.
In the event Calloway
County residents should
encounter a natural
disaster, such as a flood,
earthquake, tornado, or
snow storms, Red Cross
is the agency responsible for housing,food and
care of distressed
families. The Red Cross
policy states if a
disaster occurs involv-

ing 50 families or less tors course e
the local chapter is ex- semester Along
pected to handle the ma- this course an advs
jor portion of the pro- lifesaving cours
blem. Anytime the local taught to qualify y
chapter is faced with people to apply
two large a problem, na- lifeguard position
tional disaster teams the summer month
are sent into the area to
The annual Red I
assist local residents. learn-to-swim proi
Efforts are being made offers instruction t
by the local chapter to proximately 1,200
organize a functional pie, infants thr
disaster group of adults, during a 10.
volunteers who would be summer progr
trained and ready Classes are taugt
should the county be water safety instru
faced with a major in the mornings
disaster.
again at night. ThiJ
Throughout the year gram has grown ft
Red Cross assists with past several years.
one family fires which
Water safety te
are a disaster to the ques and inform
families involved. Ac- are incorporated
cording to Red Cross the program by til
guidelines, assistance structors. Each
can be given for shelter, has time set asidi
food, clothing, laundry, safety talks. A
dry cleaning and some week program is bu
structural rebuilding if the schedule for sp
necessary. These ser- adults and children
vices are rendered to handicaps. One-oi
families who have no in- instruction is give
surance.
these students. All(
Comm it is I t r classes are conduct
Resources are utilized the Murray-Call(
for these fire victims County Park.
and assistance is proAccording to
vided by National Red Welch, safety ser
Cross after the local director of Kent
Chapter has spent its Red Cross, Murra]
disaster portion of the some of the finest
yearly budget. The facilities and one c
needs are assessed on largest swim progi
the local level and for cities its size
Louisville Division is state.
notified and an
March is desigi
assistance budget is ap- as Red Cross
proved. The local Drive Month throui
chapter then works with the United States.
merchants in meeting Jaycees have u
the needs of our local with the local Red
fire victims.
board in a major
The Calloway County to retain full time
Red Cross safety ser- vices for Call(
vices programs are well Countians.
known to many
Any individual
residents. Throughout desires to make a
the year CPR,first aid, tribution may mail
and multimedia courses the local Chap
are offered to the public. Calloway Co. Red C
Many organizations Courthouse Both
have their own people Murray, Kentt
who conduct these 42071. A membe
classes such as Murray- card will be forws
Calloway Hospital, to the doner.
Fisher-Price, VanderPlans are being r
bilt Chemical and Mur- for the annual
ray State University.
drive to conti
Bailey Gore offers through the month,
canoeing classes each board of director
year and awards cer- currently studing
tificates in both basic budget and lookin
and canoe instructors.
some possible
Rex Alexander offers recovery program
a water safety instruc- the oncoming year.

Hospital dismissals listed
Adults 146 Nursey 8
3, Paris, Tenn.
Barbara J. Clark, Rt. 3,
03-12-82
Paris, Tenn., Eddie C.
New Born Admissions
Wanda Sue Fogle and Williams, Rt, 1, Sprbaby boy, 503 So. 6th St., ingville, Tenn., Norma F.
Margie Roach and baby Capps, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn., V. Mickey
boy, Rt. 6, Cadiz.
Phillips, 1305 Wells Blvd.,
Dismissals
Virginia Ruth Henley, Helga A. Tobey, Rt. 7,
Rt. 7, Benton, Elmer C. C.M. Scarbrough, 1403
Colson, Rt. 1, Dexter, Johnson.
Laquita E. Penrod,
Susan Jayne Gardner and
baby boy, 416 College 1414% Vine St., Mildred
Cts., Rebecca B. Mott, n _Cloteen Johnston, Rt. 8,
Shady Oaks Trailer Park, Benton, Vicki MCalister,
Rose Marie Lindsey, Rt. 303 North 12th St., Robert

r

Kirks, F-3 Soutt
Manor, Ouida M. Tu
Apt. 02 Southside M
L. C. Miller, 1663 Cc
Terrace Dr.
Walter Clebt
Adams, 201 N. 10t1
Lovena Schroader,
Dexter, Williams
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Callie D. Sutton
pired), 806 Curtis
Paris, Tenn., Versie
blefield (Expired),
valescent Div. Mi
Hospital.
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The deep. rich. satisfying taste of Nescafe has
made it the world's leading instant coffee. Now
vou can enjoy the robust flavor that won the world
from your ow n ‘‘'orld Mug. Send away for v our
‘S.(wId Mug* now and with each one you order
Nve
'
ll also send you a 40e coupon. It's the best wav
v et to enjov the robust flavor of Nescafe Regular
or Decaffeinated Instant Coffee.

4.50 (Advance) 6.00 (At

Door)

Tickets Available At M.S.U.
Poducah-Word of Trath
Mayfield Mid Continent Rapt. Book Store
Binton•Tho Answer
Murray-Chocks Music Store

WORLD MUG OFFER
*Just send $1.99 per World Mug (limit 4 per
household), plus one inner seal from any size
jar (except 2 oz.) of Nescafe Regular or
Decaffeinated Instant Coffee to. World Mug
Offer, P.O. Box 2506, Boston, MA 02277
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Auto crashes leading children killer;
proper use of car safety seats urged
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KENNEDY FOUNDATION GRANT — The Special Recreatonal Skills Program at Murray State University
recently received a $400 grant from the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation. The program is designed to provide future teachers with direct experience with exceptional students in a recreational program. Singing with
Lee Ann Fandrich, right, are Vanessa Kirby, left, and Janette Alvey.

Calories, fluids needed by athletes
By Jean Cloar
the same as good nutriGuest Writer
tion for anyone else; it
Whether you are in- should be based on a
volved in competitive variety of foods from the
sports or just thinking four food groups.
about getting back in Because athletes expend
shape through regular ex- more energy, they need
ercise, good nutrition is additional calories and
important. But good can increase their food innutrition for athletes does take.
not mean 12-ounce
There are many myths
steaks, vitamin sup- associated with food and
plements and special sports. One of these is
drinks, says Fudeko that eating a lot of meat
Maruyama, Extension helps to build muscles
specialist in Foods and and strength. An athlete
Nutrition with the does not need extra proUniversity of Kentucky tein since strenuous exerCollege of Agriculture.
cise does not involve inThese well-know ex- creased use of protein.
amples of "high per- There is no advantage to
formance" foods may eating steak the night
help psychologically, but before a big match or
nutritionally they do not game. As far as the body
add up to good nutrition is concerned, protein in
or improved per- steak is no different from
formanci;---Athletes protein in pot roast or
should make a well- macaroni and cheese.
balanced diet a long-term
Another erroneous
goal, not just a special ef- belief among some
fort to eat right a few athletes is that vitamin
days before an important and mineral supplements
game or event. Good will improve athletic pernutrition for athletes is formance. According to

Maruyama, large doses
of vitamins and minerals
can be dangerous to the
health and lesser
amounts are unnecessary
as long as the basic diet is
adequate.
On the other hand,
Maruyama says water is
very important and a
lack of it is a frequent
cause of poor performance in sports. For a
strenuous event, particularly in hot weather,
it is important to drink
three or more servings of
fluids three hours before
a sports event. Fluids
may include water, skim
or low-fat milk, fruit
juices, lemonade, iced
tea or clear soup. To
maintain proper hydration, an athlete may sip a
few ounces of water
every 10 to 15 minutes
during a strenuous
workout. Carbonated soft
drinks and coffee are not
recommended before or
during an athletic event.
Another common
misbelief is that the body

needs quick energy during exercise, in the form
of candy bars, honey or
other concentrated
sweets. While small
amounts of diluted
sweetened drinks taken
periodically help to sustain energy during prolonged exertion, such as
marathon runs or threehour tennis matches,
sugar is of no help in
short events lasting an
hour or less. Concentrated sugar is not recommended in either case
because it draws water
into the intestinal tract,
resulting in cramps,
nausea and diarrhea.
Extra calories to maintain body weight and additional fluid to replace
that lost in_aercise are
the only extras an athlete
needs to perform well.

By Dana Allen
Guest Writer
Statistics indicate
automobile accidents are
the major cause of death
and injury to children in
the United States today.
While the automobile
accident death rate for
the general population
was 2.9 per 100,000 in 1980,
it was 9.1 per 100,000 for
children under six months old. Automobile
related accidents take
more lives than any
cbildhood disease, and
the trauma experienced
afterwards is a leading
cause of paraplegia and
epilepsy in children.
The American
Academy of Pediatrics
warns the "trauma suffered by children riding
unprotected in cars involved in accidents is the
major cause of death and
serious injury threatening children today."
Fewer than 10 percent of
infants and toddlers are
getting the protection of a
properly used safety seat.
All occupants of an
automobile should be
restrained to protect the
body in case of an accident. In a 30 m.p.h. crash,
a child may be thrown
forward with a force
equal to 30 times his or
her own weight. Children
are more prone to serious
injury because the skull
and skeletal structure are
soft and pliable and provide little protection for
the internal organs.
Many adults may belt
themselves, then hold the
child in their lap in what
is known as the "child
crusher" position. In the
event of an accident,tht
pull against the adult's
arms would be more than

NO FINANCE CHARGE FOR
OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!

750 pounds, or four times
the weight most women
can hold onto and more
than twice what most
men can restrain. Even
at slow speeds, the forces
generated are such that
even strong adults cannot
restrain a child held on
their lap. The child is
thrown forward and
crushed between the
dashboard and the adult
body.
A child should never be
strapped next to or into a
safety belt worn by an
adult. The adult's weight,
with increased force during impact, would press
the belt deeply into the
child's body causing internal injuries.
The best protection for
infants and toddlers
riding in automobiles is a
child car safety seat.
These seats absorb the
forces of an automobile
accident and hold the
child securely in one position. Child car safety
seats made after Jan. 1,
1981 are designed to give
children the same level of
protection as an adult
wearing a combination
lap and shoulder belt, but
many seats made before
this time provide adequate protection if used
correctly.
When choosing a safety
seat for a child, look for a
model that corresponds
to the child's height and
weight. It should be comfortable to the child. Test
the seat in the automobile
where it is to be used to
see that it fits properly
and is compatible with
the seat belt system.
Recent surveys have
revealed a large percentage of child safety seats
are used incorrectly. In

order to be effective, the
seats must be installed
according to manufacturer's instructions. The
seat must be anchored to
the automobile lap belt to
insure safe performance.
If the child car seat is
equipped with a top strap,
this strap must be attached to the automobile to
secure the top of the seat.
When used as directed,
safety seats provide excellent protection for
children riding in
automobiles.
Safety seats for infants
(up to 20 pounds) range in
price from 825 to $30.
Combination infant-

BUY
UY

GOLD . . .
DIAMONDS

The Honest Way!
Any GM/ Sitompoil
10K-14K-18K-22K
'murals.amiss,
Measiars.P•cbai
Wadies, Dews!Geld

Well
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

We ore not "Fly-ByMighters" only in town
overnight to take your
sooney. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.
Wry Pal* $5.11 $21.
per point for 1 /5 to 1 c
Mann
Minims imisiarn

DIAMONDS
rvANTED

Open Daily 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

.11WELEIS

)
•N• Hirsch & Co•

Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center

Savings worth
mg for!
USE YOUR CREDIT!
MULTI-LUBE
LITHIUM EP
MULTI-PURPOSE
GREASE

Ladies Nylon

Jackets

Bath Size Bars

it Inn

Gentle Touc
Soap

VALvoulil
VALvomAl..

ELL

With Baby Oil
Our Reg. 394 A Bar

ri

University

WE
BUY

toddler and toddler seats
(up to 50 pounds) range
from $45 to $65. The seats
are available at discount
stores, department
stores, juvenile specialty
stores and some
automobile dealerships.
Most automobile accidents happen close to
home, at slow speeds.
Under identical circumstances, a child is
more likely to be injured
than an adult. Each year
approximately 850
children under the age of
five are killed and more
than 70,000 are injured as
a result of automobile accidents and sudden stops.

$1

TRW

00

Zipper Fronts
Super savings
Sizes S-M -t

$ 1 388

Grease
Gun
Made For You
And Spring
Girls Nylon

Jackets
%mei
Lined
Fashion Value
Sizes 7-14

966
Reg. $5.00

Ladies
Dresses
1 & 2 Pc.,
Jacket Styles
Reg. $22 to $24

1 788

Sizes 3,13, 8-16, 10-18

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
504 MAPLE, MURRAY, KY
753-4461

Leaks Twill Jeans
100% Machine Weshehle Cotton

AT MOST LOCATIONS

PINCIS(XXV)AT PAPTICIPAFING Al I PPO STOPf S THPU 3/2 1/S 2
r)fo WWII{ SI JPP1 II Act
PAIN CHFCKS AVAIt AR F

$888

Junior Sizes 5-15
Misses Sizes 8-18
Smart Buy

Sizes 5-10

Wks
White Conyu

Oxfords
$144
NW 13.09
M11614`111.4

COPY AVAILABLE
,
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Jobless rate increases during Reagan's fisrt year
WASHINGTON(AP) —
During Ronald Reagan's
first year in the White
House, unemployment
went up in 41 states and
the District of Columbia,
government figures
show.
The Bureau of Labor
Statistics, comparing
state-by-state jobless
rates in January with the
levels of unemployment a
year earlier, also
reported that in 19 of the
41 states the number of

people thrown out of work
in a year's time reached
double-digit levels.

tually will revitalize U.S
business and create
millions of )obs.
In a dozen states — six
Nationally, unemployment reached 8.8 percent of them in the South —
of the labor force in joblessness increased
February, based on over the year by a full 2
seasonally adjusted percentage points.
The bureau said
figure's.
employment declines
President Reagan has were concentrated ia
said on many occasions manufacturing and that
he sympathizes with peo- the durable goods sector
pie who are unable to find — such as autos and steel
work but that his — were hardest hit.
economic program evenFit n of the 19 states
with overall unemploy-

ment rates of 10 percent
or more in January were
in an area extending from
Iowa eastward to Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio
and Pennsylvania and
southward to the Gulf
Coast states of Louisiana,
Mississippi and
Alabama.
The other four high
unemployment states
were in the northwest
part of the nation —
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon
and Washington.
In contrast, five of the

Heroic student honored
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Ray Roberts'
principal calls him "a
solid kid," and his school
awarded him a medallion
this week in honor of his
open-armed heroics at a
second-story apartment
fire.
Roberts, 11, caught a
baby dropped by the infant's mother Sunday
afternoon from the window of her burning Knoxville apartment. The boy
and a buddy had been
riding bicycles nearby
when they heard
screams.
Robin Cates, 24, was
trapped with her four
children in the apartment
and said later she had
tried vainly to stuff a
mattress through the window.
With flames and smoke
surrounding her, "The
first thing I thought was
to get the children out of
the window," Miss Cates
said.

While his buddy went to
get help, Roberts ran to
beneath ..the window,
where two of Miss Cates'
children already had
jumped.
She then tried to drop
the baby to Roberts in a
quilt, but the infant slipped and nosedived into
the boy's arms.
The fourth child and
then Miss Cates followed
the baby. Only Miss Cates
suffered injuries, caused
by exploding window
glass as she jumped.
"I would say he's a
brave, intelligent, good
child," Miss Cates said of
Roberts.
Irwin Bigger, the boy's
principal at Mooreland
Heights School, Monday
called him "a pretty solid
kid."
"We gave him a little
award and announced it
over our school speaker
so the other kids would
know about it," Bigger
said.

six low unemployment
states — with overall
jobless rates of less than 6
percent — extended from
Wyoming and Nebraska,
south to Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas.
Hawaii was the other
state with a jobless rate
below 6 percent in
January 1982.
Michigan, the hub of
the auto industry, had a
jobless rate of 16 percent
in January. Wyoming,
with 4.6 percent of the
labor force out of work,

had the lowest unemployment rate.
Among 203
metropolitan areas for
which figures were
available to the federal
government in January,
the highest jobless rate
was 23 percent — in
Dubuque, Iowa, followed
by 20.5 percent in Anderson, Ind. The lowest
metropolitan jobless
rates were recorded by
Enid, Okla., and Abilene,
Texas, both with 3.7 percent.

Fulton, Tenn., Eva J.
Thurman, 515 South 13th
St.
James E. Garrison, 303
Oakdale, Justin C. Martin, Rt. 1, Jennifer Ann
French, Rt. 8, Pamela J.
Jetton, Rt. 1, Farmington, Millie J. Curd,
1607 Sycamore St.
Elizabeth M. Conley,
Rt. 3, Robert Harley
Barnett, Rt. 3, Mary a.
Haley, Rt. 2, South
Fulton, Tenn., William R.
Long, 20 Riviera, Lonnie
W. Dixon, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Bessie R. Bennett,
107 E. McNeil, Paris,
Tenn.
Ruth Wright, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn., Clifford F.
Rogers, E17 Fox
Meadows, Connie L.
Newsome, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Joseph W.
Richardson, Rt. 3,
Dresden, Tenn., Clyde
Dale Cook, Rt. 6, Cloys J.
Baucum (Expired),
Kirksey.

'
Z

4111.4

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Ballet star Mikhail
Baryshnikov is recovering from surgery on torn
knee cartilage, and is expected to be out of bed
and starting physical
therapy within days.
But a spokeswoman for
the American Ballet
Theater says the company doesn't know when
the Russian-born star will
be dancing again. The
surgery forced him to
cancel his California performances with the ABT,
of which he is principal
dancer, artistic director
and chief box-office
draw.
Baryshnikov injured
the knee during a rehearsal in -Chicago in early
February.

Nome Owned Operated
New Store Moors 7 o...4

Tuna

Jiffy

•

10

89

•

753-2617

caDICSAI

Pancake Mix

Save 14' c
no
2Lb.
1
Box"'
`
444,

Heinz Tomato Sore 10'

Ketchup

Save 17'

24 oz.

en • ,•••

Biscuits

h gal

4eAunt Jemima Complete

41W

Hyde Park

Sealtest Satre 38'

Boxes

6199

10 Ct.

$109

Sore 20'

4
PetEvoporoe

Milk

13oz

Hyde Park Twin Bag

Potato Chips

Sore 20'

49
69c

59;

Wrap

Lnn GROVE Large or Country FreslyZ
9c
Sore 14
Eggs
Doz. U

Fantastic All Purpose Save 32'

09c
22oz.

Cleaner

Coca Cola,

Carpet Fresh Save 30'

Carpet Cleaner

Sprite, Tab

Tropicana Pure Orange

Save 60'

Juice

Sav. 14c h GIL

Marlorine

/is
Rod Cress leeptot7es.
Spaghetti Satre 17*4171

39

$169

Miss Brock

Rig. 2.74Sore $1.08

Hair Spray

9oz.

$7
8

1

66

119,
16 oz.-8 Bottle Cit.
With Bottles or Dep.

Folgers

*4'

Blue Bonnet
bricks

4

Coffee

Reg.$3.63Sore $1.34

Nyquil

60z. $
2
29

1 Lb. Can
Any Grind

kilgers
1111

1 Lb Pkg

Flar-O-Rich Light

Milk
Save 18`
Yellow Quarters

t/4 gal.

$23

c19c

Sour Cream 8oz. 49'

Bunt
Botater

Margarine

•
IP

Sore 20'

NNY4

FROZEN

MEAT DEPT.

Fresh Crisp

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Carrots

\S 1 89
\

Round Steak

Ruby
Leen reader Minute Steak $239 Lb \

yReddishes

I

Lb

6az

U.S.D.A. Choke

Fresh Green

Sirloin Tip
4 Bunches $1
No. 1 Red

$ 49
10Lb.Bog

Fresh Sliced Beef

Liver

Steak
$1 99Lb.

55C

Field's
Boneless
Smoked

Picnics
Lb.

Lb.

I
Pure Fresh Leon

PRODUCE

Ground Beef N\

7 79

Family Pack 3Lb.
Or More
12 oz.

Vegetables

MOTOSS PANTS DIVISION

MISCUITS
11111.1.11

Tall Con

4Buttermilk

°C

Frosty Acres Mixed

641 S.
Murray

_ _1.
Buttermilk

Sore 20'6/
12 oz.

Salmon

White, Yellow, Devils Food

Ji

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

vnii Cott Lot This Good Al Ho'' .

Double Q Keto

Cake Mix
$

Juice

Station Wagon

Wednesday 11 A.M.-1 0 P.M

Save 70'
1 Lb. Box
Purchase
More
Or
$10.00
With
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco Products Drinks On Special

Bumble Bee Light Chunk

Frosty Acres Orange

Burgundy, tan interior, V8, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, roof rock,
wire wheel covers 39,x xx miles.

69' Spec ial for kid'. -I
!wort'. Dinfriv,()nI
I ter
)n Drink',

Crackers

Prices Good 3-17 Thru 3-23

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1979 OW C..flass Brougham

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40 E *fro

OverIP•al Altais I.••• Prom

Aesop.Food Stomps
We Reserve The Itiglet
To UeeN

Pototoet
"

b.

$1"

(I0 SUPER MARKET di
?
Vs OWN

Names in the news
CHICHESTER,
England (AP) —
Princess Grace of
Monaco says she has no
plans to return to a
career in the movies, but
she wowed an audience
here with a one-night performance of poetry and
prose readings.
The princess, known as
Grace Kelly until she
married Prince Rainier
in 1956, made one of her
rare returns to show
business Tuesday night to
help celebrate the
Chichester Festival
Theatre's 21st anniversary.
The theater was packed
with a capacity audience
of 1,400 to see her performance with actor John
Westbrook.

Onlv

Sunshine Krispy

Hospital reports listed
Adults 126
Nursery 6
03-13-82
New Born Admission
Rita Todd, and baby boy,
Rt. 4.
Dismirsals
Margaret H. Phelan,
217 South 15th St., Brenda
D. Lowe, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn., Patricia L.
Tharpe, 303 N. Porter,
Paris, Tenn., Trisha A.
Mott, Rt. 2, Debra L.
Jackson, CR BX. 41, New
Concord.
Tina W. Phillips and
/
2 North
baby boy, 2031
16th St., Phyllis Jan Pigg
and baby girl, Rt. 5, Mary
Teresa Bazzell and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Kristi
L. Hargis, Rt. 5, Jackie
R. Bell, 514 Gordon,
Paris, Tenn.
Vicki L. Hunt, P.O. BX.
434, Paris, Tenn.,
Patricia G. Ahart, Rt. 1,
Muni,Pamela J. Sins,D2
Embassy, Mary F.
Fones,509 Beale St., John
R. Cruce, 108 Bates, S.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

$709
20 oz.

Freely Acres Roby

65C

Field's Boneless
Fast Cut

Hams
$189Lb.

Frosty Acres Fish

Field's

Corn Dogs
$29

Wieners or
Bologna
$1 29
1 Lb. Pkg.

,
ANN.

10 oz.

Limas

Heat and Eat

...iced Slab

9

/49
Sticks

Bacon

Lb.

Chavreeet
•
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Haspital report
,
3-9-82
Newborn Admisbions
Teresa Bazzell and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Tina Phillips and Baby
Boy,2O3't North 16th St.
Phyllis Pigg and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5.
Sandra Mangrum and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Zianna Marie Cox, Rt 8,
Jason G. Grisson, 728
North 15th St., Mayfield,
Melinda Sharp, 506 Main
St., Bertha Lee Beane,
Rt. 1, Steven Robert
Hussung, J8 Murray
Manor, Jason W. Owen,
104 South 14th St.
Shonnel L. Littleton,
1034-4 Manley, Paris,
Tenn., Jules V. Harcourt,
1710 Magnolia, Sandra G.
Billingsby, Rt. 3,
Dresden, Tenn.,
Katherine L. Whittaker,
101 College Cts., Effie K.
Phillips, fte 1, Clinton,
James Ronald Pryor,8004 Denzil, Hopkinsville.
Jana L. Henson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Helen S. Spann,805
Minerva, Norma F.
Capps, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn., John D. 'Grogan,
Rt. 3, Ruby M. Suiter,
Mayfield, G. Modest
Brandon,808 Sunny Lane.
Izora Glenn Adams, Rt
1, Farmington, Commie
E. Cain, Rt. 1, Ahno,
Sadie E. Glisson, Rt. 1,

310 311:0

Benton, Seldon E. Lamb,

Rt. 4, Lora L. Lyles expired), Rt. I.
3-10-82
No Newborn Admissions

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1:Legal Notice

Norma J. hams, Rt. 2,
Krista L. Byars, 115 E.
Lee, Mayfield, Linda
Dale Blanchard and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Ali
Dordany. Bx. 2449 Univ.

Sta., Anita Diane Bolin,
P.O. Bx. 46, Clinton, Staci
R. Walker, Rt. 3, Fulton.
Holland Webb, Rt. 4,
Reams M. Atkins, Rt. 3,
Mary Alice Cunningham,
Rt. 2, Benton, Joy
Paulette Underhill, Rt. 5,
Daniel M. Claiborne, 1800
Green-briar, Timothy
Mark Graham, Bx. 26,
Almb.
James F. Scott, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Joyce Karen
Sprague, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Guy W. Fry, 304
W. St., Fulton, Marjorie
E. England, 1513
Kirkwood, Lelia M.
Lawrence, 402 South
Fourth St., Orville Lee
Berry, Rt. 1, New Concord.
Lee Mills, Rt. 4, Sally
Nance Livesay, 1604
Sycamore, Martha B.
Boulton, 709 Forrestdale,
S. Fulton, Tenn., Dorothy
Jane Morton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Elmo Tyler, 741
Nash, Clarence Duncan,
Pt.6.

The Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. will offer for sale at public
auction at 10 a.m. Saturday, March 20, 1982, on the Peoples Bank
parking lot on Main St. between 5th & 6th Streets, the vehicles
listed below. They will be sold as is where is for cash only. The
vehicles can be inspected beginning Thursday March 18th on the
Peoples Bank parking lot.

Spartan Boat Trailer with jet boat hull.
Crown Line runabout with 110 HP Mercury motor and trailer.
1978 Mirror Craft John boat,S/N 8438M78
1978 Ouachita John boat,S/N 76219078
1979 Venture, model 1150 boat,S/N 027779
1969 Alumna Craft boat, 14', S/N 1253, 1981 15 HP Evinrude
Motor,S/N 6983

1978 Steury Cabin Cruiser, S/N SRC11944M78F, 1978 OMC Mtr.,
S/N 609357, 1978 Moody Trailer,S/N 804832. This cruiser will have
a minimum price set on it. The minimum price will be announced
at the sale.
1979 Yamaha,S/N 2F0173923,650 Series
1976 Olds,S/N 3057R6D225042, Cutlass Supreme
1978 Ford,S/N 8G87H171436, Thunderbird
1975 Chevrolet Camaro,S/N 1S87H5N548005

CROSSWORD
PUZZLER
59 Stitch

73kiliip Of miscellaneous boat accessories and parts.

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

Pc
9c

;1

GEE MUM BEM
MEE MUOME OEM
EOM= MEM=
MOUE MEM
UMEEMEO MOOED
U MUM MUM
EU BOUM MOE
BOOM MEMEE OM
DEMME UOMEMEM
MEE EMU
BEEMEOE MOUE
MEE MEMEE MUM
DUE MOUE MUM
28 Bitter vetch 43 Above
29 Burgundy - 44 Existed
30 Small piece- 45 Silver symbo
31 Golf gadgets 46 Eat
48 Goal
33 Unusual
49 In favor of
34 Obtained
50 Haggard title
37 Vast age
39 Boundaries 51 Chop
41 Debate
53 At home
42 Transgress 55 Greek letter
4
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III
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hi
MI
iiihil
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61
6111
Nil
11
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III
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ill
61
MI
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la
will
haw
•
Iii
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LUI•lAT ARE WE SUPPOSE()
TOE TAXING NOTES ON ?

wa

A u r or a Flee Market
Hwy 68 Aurora.
Will the person who
borowed the sewer rod
from Steele & Allbrit
ten's please return it.

THE MURRAY
TAILOR SHOP
located on the
Court Square has
not moved.
418 Main Street
753-6510

2. Notice

Join thefight...
Against cancer by helping the
McDorell Cancer Foundation raise'
funds to build a cancer center for
Kentuddans
Reaching Our goal of $19 million
depends or the generosity of people
like yin
Please wend contributions to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION. 915 South Limestone.
loom Kentucky 40538
All donations w48 be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey-of Calumet
Wuric.
Farm.
sc'e
al • °c1.4'

Economically.
Priced Autos-AsCheck Our
Classified

Section
Mirtray
Ledger _

hill

iii

a

2. Notice

2. Notice

14

hi

66

6. Help Wanted

Creative Circle needs
creative
ambitious
person to sell and
manage needle craft in
the area- Call Mahala
314 386 5132.

Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray
Ky.
42071.

& Times

POOL MANAGER &
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Applications are being accepted by the
Murray-Calloway County Park Dept. for
pool manager and lifeguards. Applications may be obtained at Parks Office,
10th IL Payne Sts., Closing Deadline April
9, 1982. Phone 753-7640.

lauu

TREE5...WE'RE 54/PPO5E12- TO WRITE POLON THE
NAMES OF ALL THE
PIFFERENT TREES WE SEE

BIBLE CALL
Encovregemeat - Part
II
751-4444.
Cbildren's Story 7514445.

For Sale ,
PET SHOP

I'LL GO OVER
AND LOOK IN
ME PET SWOP

large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pilots and earrings
3different styles
$2.95 Each

WINDOW

MARC.-,7

EXPERIENCED
JOURNEYMAN
ELECTRICIANS
We need two or three
electricians for two
projects in
Nopkinsville. Write
P.O. Box 1113
Hopkinsville, Ky.
42040 or call 502885-1821 to make
applications.
HALL CONTRACTING
CORP.
An elms, opperteeity
employer

1978 VIP Runabout, 16', S/N V6101M78B, 1978, 75 HP Johnson
Motor,S/N J4752751, VIP Trailer,S/N 6413436

ACROSS

1 Brim
DOWN
4 Make a —
1 Base
2 Cretan
ItrY1
mountain
8 Learning
12 Harem room 3 Imitate
13 Long for
4 Barracuda
14 Touch
5 Metal
15 Chief Justice 6 Article
— E. Burger 7 Basque cap
17 Uncooked
8 Ordinance
9 Siberian
19 Greek
letter
river
20 Decay
10 Old Norse
poem
21 Marry
11 Sewing case
22 Hawaiian
16 Fish eggs
wreath
18 Paid notice
23 Pump
21 Do a ranch
25 Worthless
leaving
job
"
26 Pronoun of 22 Sheep's
place
yore
23 Presentation
27 Torrid
28 Time period 24 Sharpen
25 Money of
29 Respond
yore
32 Atop
26 Affirmative
33 Fruits
35 That man
1 2 3
36 Unwanted
plants
-- 12
38 Ares or Mars
39 Falsehood
40 Hypothetical
force
41 High, in
23 24
music
42 Drinks slowly
27
43 Possess
45 Exist
46 Obscure
47 Brother of
Odin
48 Urge on
49 Complete
52 Emerald isle
54 Preposition
56 Article
57 Tear
58 Country of
Europe

Wholesale
Jewelers
• Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Op..9 sm.
to 1 p.a.

C 1A2 UnSind F••••••• 5••••110.81. Inc

MS FOR

YES, SIR. iF
You WANT US
FOR ANN/I-I-IN&
JUST M-IISTLE

YOU

We Coy
11 Sell
Conte by and see our
Weather Vane's

SHE'S GETTING
A FACIAL

NOW IF I CAN ONIL.N1
FIGUQE OUT VV1-1E2E
"---7 TO SENO I-IECt Bar/

1,19a-

Lb.

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES

THIS IS PLACE
WHERE SMALL
BOAT SANK

IF ONLY I HAP KNOWN THAT AT
THE TIME, 17 YEARS AGO...
MIGHT HAVE GIVEN SOME CLUES
AS TO ',VUF ORIGIN, REX.

DOUBTFUL IF ANY TRACES REMAIN „• WHEN stOu
HAVE TIME
iT WILL BE CONE,
LOOK THERE.
0 GHOST WHO WALKS

.b. Pkg.

A

Good automobile
mechanic. 7 years experience. Excellent references. Please call
Bill at 759-1425.
Want yards to mow.
Dependable. 382-2764.
Will cut and remove
dead or unwanted trees
and shrubs. Call for free
estimates before 2:30 at
753-5484.

People that want
more than just a job,
want to make it big in
a career way. People
who take pride in the
work they do and enjoy working where the
action is. We've got.
lot to offer you.
Daro-Test is A-4leading manufacturer
in the energy saving
industry serving Commercial and Industrial
occeents. Still there's
room for even greater
growth in the dynamic
world of lighting products. Nigh commissions bonuses and excellent company
benefits. Solid note or
resew. to
Doyle Henry
Soles Manager
Dare-Test Corp
1950 Century Blvd.
N.E. Suite 4 Atlanta,
Go. 30345
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F

135 Massey Ferguson
tractor like new. Only
400 hours. Contact Howard Brandon 753-4389
or home 753-5960.

22. Musical
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood,
Maranti,
Mitsubishi, SarNo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
pixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

CAR STEREOS
and
Marantz Expert installation and service.
by Pioneer Sony

10. Business Opportunity
Friendly Home Toy
Parties now in our 27th
is expanding and
year
has openings for managers and dealers.
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed
toys and gifts. No cash
no collectinvestment
ing delivering car and
phone necessary. Call
Carol Day. 518collect
489-8395.

SALES

16. Home Furnishings
Duncan Phyfe sofa oak
frame new upholstery. 3
Nettel Creek decorator
bedspreads. 2 king size
A regular. Reasonable.
like new. 345-2724.
Electric stove and refrigerator. $20. each.
753-0648.
Two Early American
end tables. $100. Call
753-1064 after 5p.m.

19. Farm Equipment
1971 5000 Ford tractor.
Good condition. Call
489-2221.
Ferguson tractor 50
model. No equipment.
Call 436-5830.
For sale: 30 Ferguson
tractor. New paint runs
good. 474-2277 after
5p.m.
Tractor and Equipment. Older Ford
good
Ferguson tractor
plow
shape. Bushhog
corn
carry all
disk
drill. Call 753-5454.
Tractor tires new and
used. New disc blades
$3,95 and up. Kough
Equipment Sales Hwy
94W 382-2207 Farmington Ky. 42040.

WORLD OF
SOUND
222 S. 12th

153-5865

Color 25 inch TV, Only
per month.
New warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

$25.00

24. Miscellaneous
10hp Sears riding lawn
mower with a wagon.
Also GE pot scrubber
dishwasher $ 8 0 .
489-2634.
Coleman tent sleeps 6
army folding
like new
Ashley wood burncot
ing stove good condition. 189-2360 after
6p.m.
JEANS-JEANS Calvin
Jordache
Klein $19.95
$24.95 Oscar deL'renta
$18.95 Polo shirts $lit.
Izod $16. 442-1668.
One antique Couch - 2
Dobermans and 1 101e--- range. 437-1975.

DIAMOND
$19.00 each set on
your charm or Penoet. No Gimmicks!
Leo's Immediate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th
7

-9

Pioneer AM-FM cassette stereo equalizier
and speakers. 753-9101.
paints.
Plaster ware
brushes. Many pieces
ideal for children
groups. Tues.-Fri. other-days call 362-4466. Tip—
ton's 641 Cottages 3
miles south of the dam.
Portable electric sign.
Letters included. Very
good condition. 759-458$
or 753-7637.
Potting soil
top soil
and
cow manure
Michigan peat 10Ib.
bags. Lawn lime end
marble chips 50Ib. bags.
Spaghnum peat 4cu, ft.
bale. Coast to Coast
Hardware.
Raleigh bicycle like
new. $140. Call 753-7231.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in. 24in.
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Sawdust for sale.
Hauled or loaded. Call
753-6626 after 6p.m.

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income .Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Ky. Call 759Murray
1425.

26. TV-Radio

MAINTENANCE
FOREMAN

h.

Applicant required to have general
knowledge of carpentry, electrical, plumbing and be familiar with farm equipment. Applications may be obtained at
Murray-Calloway County Parks Department, 10th & Payne Sts., 753-7640.
Deadline March 24, 1982.

REPOSSESSED
OR
on• half already paid
balance dee or monthly payments.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
San.

225 L.P. Miller St. !Across Fru. Crasmorry Cm*,I

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Nair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75

5. Lost and Found

;or

9. Situation Wanted

Immediate position
available for Ky. licensed registered nurse as
Director of Nursing
Service
of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah.
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
13. For Sale or Trade
fringe benefits. An
For sale or trade esEqual Opportunity
tablished business in
Employer. Send resume
.good location. Price
with photo 2 letters of
negotiable. Any rereferance from former
asonabl.e offer conemployers or Rrosidered. Owner financessional persons to Box
ing available. Call 7531137 Paducah Ky.
436-2841 after
4109
National Corporation of
5p.m.
Aloe and skin care
needs ambiproducts
14. Want to Buy
tious and sales minded
Stamp and coin collec
people full or part-time.
tion or accumulation.
,Call local representaCall after 3p.m_
tive be
767-4169
8a.m.-5p.m. 753-7989.
OPPORTUNITY FOR
Want to buy feeder pigs
AMBITIOUS PEOPLE
and young weaned
interesting
dignified
calves. 753-1539.
good earning potential.
15. Articles for Sale
Full or part-time we
show you how. Phone
1980 Yamaha 250 CC
753-0910 7 9p.m. No
Exciter street bike with
telephone interviews.
helmet Ariens lawn
Wanted: responsible
complete set of
mower
woman to care for 2
Walther PPk-S
drums
children in my home-- .380 caliber. Call 527nights. References re3249 if no one at home
quired. Call 753-6877.
leave message.
Martin houses 6 room
4
12 room $36.99
524 99
8
room 549 99
21 !Wm
We're looking for
S 5 9 9 9 . Wall en
Hardware Paris.
very special people.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
People who went to go
Straton engine chain
places. I know that
drive. $269.99 Wallen
sfeccesa isn't
Hardware Paris.
something that just
Tobacco sticks. Call
345-2861 or 247-3953.
happens.

•
Antiques

10

19. Farm Equipment

6. Help Wanted

Dismissals

Lost female dog. Black
with white chest and
feet. Shilo area
753 0648

Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thars., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 • 7531685

6. Help Wanted
ATTENTION Are you
interested in retiring in
five years with a
guaranteed income for
life? Exciting work
high commission paid
no
no high pressure
experience neiessrtry
We will train you All
replies confidential
Bowermaster 102
14,14e Cts MSU Mur

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT MINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLTSIER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
hug Dirilystrg so Pritscriptieas is CIty Units

(

1959 Nafhua 10x45 fur
nished 2 bedroom
mobile home. Window
electric
air condition
heat
good condition
1972 Atlantic 12x65 fur
fished mobile home.
Central electric heat
and air 2 bedroom and
good condition.
2 bath
Call 753 4808.
1974 12x60 Two bed
all electric cenroom
air condition
tral heat
with house furniture.
753 4091
1976 Schult 14x70 excel
lent condition. Located
in R iveria Courts. 2
fully
bedroom
2 bath
carpeted
large
closets
cabinets galore. Central
stove and
heat and air
under
refrigerator
pinned. 10x9 outside
storage shed. A great
buy at only $8000 Call
759 4589

I.

•

•••

It
•

COPY- AVAILABLE
•
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Store Hours
Northside
Mon.-Sat.
p.m.
a.m.-10
7
Southside
Mon.-Sat.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. 10-7
Quantity Rights Reserved
We Reserve the Right To
Correct Printing Errors
Food Stamp
Shoppers Welcome

DR
TOTAL VALUE PRICES

Bonus Bankrol
Pot of Gold!
294 LUCKY-NAMES
100-Silver Dollars
40-5 Lbs. Sugar
40-10 Lbs. Red Potatoes
100-24 Oz. IGA Sandwich Bread
10-Family Bibles

Plus: 2 - $100

FREE CASH

A00 FREE CASH

$300Southside

Three Ways To Save You Money!

In Our Regular Bankroll

$100 Northside +at
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Loa for Mit REG TAG Tory memos,
nu dittos
toy tt.•
to
rtutt ha••
too cony Woo to Wm* yOu money
rdliva

too/A tor TO* ttropti Tit,LOOT TAG

mom won
you
act-way own *lesiva

Theo* tuo Out oxielitv relvort.s•ck
spoc.ois A•O COottioug to OfIn you
sup*.s00000ti Sees ow*

Easy to Ploy • Just Drop by — Be sure you're registered for
Bankroll and have your Bankroll Card punched for this week

BONUS
BUYS

Drawing Saturday, March 20 — Check our store
for a list of lucky names drawn.

wows*,
rettect ow 1,sownsiessis
buying porno and tesution memotaaisser •ROROIRclio Mot bong you
saws WyssOW.004 RWIRIV,
Look 10 the BLUE TAG they
derett Mit

All prizes must be claimed by 5:00 P.M. March 27 - upon pris•
sentation of a validated Bankroll Cord • Cash drawings must
bit claimed by Monday. March 22, 10 A.M.

Prices Good
March 17-23

TABLERITE MEATS
You Save Money • • •

Crisco•3 Lint

PLUS • U S

EGGS

Choice Beef- Iowa Groin Fed
• Reeleon Pork

SHORTENING
Save:60C

• Freshness & Quality
• Selection

GRADE A

794
$129
48 Oz.•self.: 20c

$239

Crisco Oil

I intrr:......I
U.S. CHOKE
• .11

Jif• 1801.•Saws: 20c

Peanut Butter

$ 1 79
$ 1 59

General Mills• 15 Oz.•save: 20g

Cheerios

Butterboll All Sizes

U.S. Choice e Iowa Grain Fed

lb.

BONELESS

CHUCK STEAK

IGA • 12 Ct.

Hamburger Buns

99C

Turkeys

59

theft 2

Boneless• Lean

Stew
Beef

$169
Lb.

Camperot Kraft $1.7,
Extra Lean•Lo Calorie

Ground
Chuck

BONUS BUYS
Saving You Even
MORE Money!

OliCereiree•isCIL Rte.
SUM&

1111A-sfresesse-Cemper*: Totimitlnge,

Pizza

Bacon

. 110z. 89

Bow Wow•Save Op to:n.00

Dog Food
Fruit Cocktail

U.S. Choice•Iowa
Grain Fed
Family Pak Boneless

303 Can 594

IGA • Big 41 01 • Compare: Crisco $2.59

Vegetable Oil

591
at. 994

Saltine Crackers
JFG • Compare: Miracle Whip $1.49
Salad Dressing

1 lb. Box

Pillsbury• Buttermilk •9 Oz.•Save Ug To: 27g

— SEAFOOD SAVINGS —

Fish Sticks

• Selection

Shrimp .... 12 oz. P&D

$499

Rik Sha Co4

Filets

200 Count

1 lb.$279

$329

Treasure Isle Breaded

Oysters

Each 9

Fresh
Delicious

14oz.

— BONUS BUYS —
Reelfoot• Old Fashioned
Sliced

Bologna

$ 1 49

Fischer's• Family Pak
Sliced

Slab Bacon

1.b.$ 1 39
Fischor's• Hamlet
Boneless. Fully Cooked
1/2
Lb.$ 99

Ham

* FOOD *
STAMPS
JIM ADAMS IGA

4

Strawberries....

(1.
M_

OPEN SUNDAY
There's One Near You!

3 1
3.h.$1

Tender
14 Size • Bunch

Broccoli

For$

Fresh
Spinach .... Bunch

Get a $2.00 Coupon
Ore Ida

By Mail Good on Your
NextChicken Purchase

aisco.&us;

GO.OPPP.66
GoL OPP C•aa,I t•

OIL

Oft. Ot OP
"0.0 •N• W.
•la*

a,Sall

Pklap Ma Pa 52 00 crocks., mod.If

994

Dieters Favorite

Texas
Oranges

8 oz.

Treasure Isle

AND THAT'S HOW IT SHOULD BE.

Sweet•5 Lb. Bag

99C

Taste 0Sea

• Our Personal Guarantee

Calif.
Lemons

$ 1 49

Lb.

. 22 Oz.

• •

Green
Onions

Luncheon
Meats

F.

JUST PICKED PRODUCE
You Save Money.

Radishes

IGA•Sliced

2 99
$119

Hungry Jack Biscuits
Liquid • Save Up To: 24C
Joy Liquid

Crisp • Red
6 oz. Pkg.

Savoy or
$1 79-Chef Steak ..lip.

959

!GA • Compare: Nabisco 954

$1

$379

25 Lbs.

Stokely•Save Up to: 20g

PLUS • Freshness & Quality

Lb.$11 6i

694

NT LW ar, 5,1e boa< C•rtc, LII n 44 II L. V s ,ftr.
*law w15 Aftis 0* Ma Goa* / ,we a Cat* &on*

PP,
c•**

MAX: spot Mons 0004 a 445 ,444401. UMW.
Ile ih• MK,44.4.4444 444 44a •te ow••• co•••
we Who • Cana to saah toPlit
NI/ SMOOT NOM
,fte lgoo Wie.,444 Stile, two 844 044 4441444/ 441040
3 /ft p54010.404441 105.0Wft 55( r* /66 C41444 F,..4•,4
GOOD
,Doort•
a aga
4 A cai.
,doN do. ,Ke
NICENEp..p a co***001200 Ins/M.4m Apo pj,"..4101,444
AS... 6our /** 461440411••• I 01* pro ow, so uSa 1 I.
,
IPIPIP
-PI PO
..K perreaon,
••••••*10***
,4444,41 1 VA. PPP,,11.1s.it *el I P551ote 544441,04 0 4044
au, I Ul 5
chow,ow... or
....•*la
,
Mow Oft 6 1 ••••.* dm** I 010•,***,•• ^4,1 peariP
Pa I PPO OPIPP ••110111 tuse•*mils
44.4a
.14.44 444* 4,
44,444 444 I Solid1
RFOOEST OUST It POSTMARRED IT IlAY 1 112

ADDRESS
.004 •••Artmo*MO a a ;MO*••:OPPC
CIT

COM

SIC
AREA CODE
the

IELEPHONE_
Pd. *Inv,
** rwr**

sus I

PUG M I WAWA mows TN
REIRI CRISCO ORE IDA
CHICON C01,011 OMR
P,D 11011 5S55 DEP 1 0
MUtCI PLAIN woottf SOYA 66341

Einessi at,swas-otaNcissie sac
,1 500 11,45

•
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•
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FULL SERVICE, CARRYOUT,
A
QUALITY MEATS, FRESH PRODUCE 05
LOWEST PRICES

kSH
micron

PRICES LOWER THAN SAV-A-LOT or WAREHOUSE TYPE STORES...
THESE ITEMS ARE SAME QUALITY PRODUCTS AS WAREHOUSE STORE ITEMS — THESE ARE NOT TO BE
CONSIDERED AS THE SAME QUALITY AS IGA OR NATIONAL BRANDS
IF YOU WANT TO SAVE
MONEY
WITH FULL SELECTION AND SERVICE. . .

•

?uallry
Misr,
"WI

ruse.IA°

Packer's Label

Pocket's Label

Packer's Label•300 Can

PORICN BEANS

DRY MU BLACK-EYE

sz)

RED,KIDNEY or
CHILI HOT

BEA.30ONS

Kw"
CWIVI hot

bearl's

PEAS
cur
GREEN BEANS

Of

PINTO BEANS
300Con

For

For

Cut "Freshlike" Frozen

LIMA BEANS

BROCCOLI SPEARS

200z.$

09

CORN
OKKEZIOODLE

Poises Uri

walk

$1

$100

"FreshIlke" Frozen
Baby

Peckipes Label•300 Can
CREAM GOLDEN

II

FREE SACKS
AND SACKERS

$119 PLUS

..1601.

Generic Label

SOFT
DRINKS

12 Oz. Con

Packer's label

TOMATOES

r

Frozen_

Saltin,

VEGETAMES

CRACKERS

Assort.I

20 Oz.
Bo
Bog

e

8,4;

39;

303 Can

;

1 Lb.49

Generic•Grated

Generic• 1 Lb Bog

TUNA

COFFEE

Packer's Lobel

PEACHES

61/2 69;
Or.

69;

Big 29 Or.

CARRY -OUT
SERVICE

Generic•41 Ct.

DIAPERS

Toddler

6°7

Bokemaster

FLOUR

5 Lb. Bag

99

Gawk•100 Ct.

Gawk•26lb.lag

TEA BAGS

DOG FOOD

$

$369

$359

Generic

CIGARETTES

King's

$369

ELBOW
MACARONI

PLUS

Label•64 Or.lioftle

APPLE
JUICE

994

89
FULL VARIETY
FRESH MEATS

$159

LEMON
JUICE

89;

GRAPE
JUICE

1MA

Generic

YONNAISE

Generic• 18 Or.
Smooth or Crunchy
PEANUT BUTTER

Qt. 99
;

Generk Label•40 oz. Bottle

WARNk Semesoms Cissomel hos dessmdmifie olossofty soilog Is
ilmosoMalo poor Soak

79;

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE
MGM • Mushroom - Moat

N AaT 10
GN
A AllLp BRANDS
JDs

PLUS

COLA or
DIET COLA
Generic Lobel• Big 32 Or.

Gerterk Lobel•32 Oz. Bottle

I

Ex-Absorbent $473

Generk Label• Big 2 Liter

$1 89

Generic Lobel• Big 2 Lb. Box

PLUS

19;

$123

.4IoU
BATHROOM
TISSUE
Generic•2Ply

CARONI&

DINNER
rt,
ss•

Generic Lobel

Generic Label

MUSHROOMS

BAKING
COCOA

49;

40z

Generic Lobel•3201.

s oz.

)

Generic• Big 2 Lb.

PLUS

FULL VARIETY
FRESH PRODUCE

Generic Label• 160!.

GRAPE JELLY j

Generic Label • 16 Oz.

694

Generic Lobel • 18 Or.

QUICK
OATS

77'

WHOLE DILL
PICKLES

794

Generic• Big 32 Or.
[

99
;
CHOCOLATE
'SYRUP

$129

Generic Label • 160z.

BROWNIE
MIX

DISH LIQUID

PLUS

LONGER STORE HOURS &
CONVENIENT LOCATION

66
'

Gallon

Generic Label • 4 Oz.

Generic• 12 Or. Pkg.

BLACK
PEPPER

CHEESE
SLICES

89;

(

Generic• Big 20 Ct.

Generic•Frozen

TRASH BAGS

ORANGE JUICE

$ 1 49

75; farACH
69;

DRESSING
French - Dollen • 1,000 Island

12
Or.

87
;

Generic•300 Can

79;
$109

RED, KIDNEY, CHILI HOT obi
or PINTO BEANS....300 Con J I
Generic•Dry Shell

BLACK-EYE
PEAS

300 Can

31
No

COPY AVAILABLE

•
•••,-

•
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Jobs programs assists high school graduates
DOVER, Del. (APIAll Sherry Mumford
wanted when she
graduated from high
school last year was a job
-- and because of a state
program that lotuses on
students most likely to be
unemployed once they
leave school,she has one.
Miss Mumford is one of
the first success stories of
Jobs for Delaware
Graduates, a program
that targets high school
seniors pursuing general
education diplomas.
She graduated from
Dover High School in
June 1981 and immediately began work at a newly
opened fast-food
restaurant. She started
as a cashier and, in less
than a year, has had two
promotions and a wage
increase.
The 19-year-old Miss
Mumford says she owes
her job to JDG.
"They teach you about
interviews, how to fill out
applications and write
resumes," Miss Mumford
said. "I probably
wouldn't have gotten this

job and the advancement are the kids who fall
if I hadn't gone through through the cracks."
JDG!'
The program attempts
•
In the past, Miss Mum- to teach students basilford has had summer employment skills jobs, but it never oc- such as how to act during
curred to her to take a an interview, the imresume when appllying portance of arriving on
for a job.
time for work, how to
If it wasn't for JDG,"I dress, writing resumes,
wouldn't have known how vocabulary and handto go about asking an writing, among others.
employer questions to let
The program is
him know I was in- volunteer on the student's
terested in the job," she-part and does not take
said.
away from regular class
JDG - a statewide non-'•time.
profit corporation - is
JDG looks for entrythe brainchild of Gov. level jobs at businesses
Pierre S. du Pont IV, ranging from laundries to
whose wanted to provide fast-food restaurants to
high school students with department stores. Ms.
jobs in an attempt to keep Coker said most of the
the teen-agers off the students start at
state's unemployment minimum wage, but addrolls. The program is ed that salaries for JDG
funded by the U.S. graduates range from
Department of Labor, $6,000 to 616,000 per year.
private foundations and
"We tell kids there is
state funds.
dignity in work. You have
"I think it's an attempt to start somewhere," she
not to add to the problem said. "Invest in
if you can't solve the pro- yourself."
blem," said Bebe Ross
Although JDG does not
Coker, JDG's director of guarantee job placement,
administration. "These its results have been pro-

been fired from yobs, she
said, but many
employers come back to
JDG for more referrals.
-We're going to have
kids that goof off," Ms.
Coker said.
One student who worked as a mechanic for a
major automobile dealer
had a bad habit of taking
-joy rides" in the new
cars, she said. The youth
was fired, but the
employer turned to JDG
for a replacement.
The JDG concept actually makes the
employer's job easier, according to Michael A.
Suber, a Burger King
manager who hired Miss
Mumford.
"I like the concept of it.
It's more like preventive
medicine," Suber said.
-They're helping the kids
before they become a
statistic."
He said JDG students
he has interviewed seem
to be more prepared and
not as nervous as other
new graduates.
"These kids are responsible. They have a job and

mising.
In June 1980, JDG's
first graduating class had
611 students of which 517
were placed in jobs -- an
85 percent placement
rate. The program also
includes a nine-month
follow-up of students, and
in March 1981, 74 percent
of those placed were still
working.
In June 1981, with 935
graduates, 800 of the
students were working by
September 1981. Retention figures for the 1981
graduates will not be
available until later this
month.
In the 1981-82 school
year, 1,034 seniors are
taking part in the program. JDG began in eight
Delaware high schools
and now operates in 24 of
the state's 25 high
schools.
Students fail to win a
placement for a variety
of reasons, Ms Coker explained. Some go back to
school, others move from
the area or get married
and decide not to work.
Some students have

THE ACES®

IRA G CORN, JR.

NORTH
3-17-A
It doesn't take much
•3
macho to take what one sees
A
Unfor•W112
they want to keep it," he as a free finesse
tunately, when the "free
41AJe4 3
said, adding that he saves finesse" comes with a hidWEST
EAST
money on his operation den price tag, macho
•Q10882
•A075
because he does not have becomes something much •5
•10 7 4
•J 6
to advertise for job open- less than mucho
•Q 10 7 3
•K
ings.
East wins the spade ace •Q 9 8 5 2
SOUTH
"It's like having our and leads a spade back
•K J 4
own private screening through declarer's K-J.
11/KQJI132
Should declarer finesse the
process," Suber added.
•4
or should he play his
jack
•10 7
relationDeveloping
Vulnerable: 110t11 Dealer.
ships with employers is a king'
jack, the North The bidding.
his
plays
he
If
promajor part of the
finesse loses and dummy is
gram, Ms. Coker said. forced to use the ace of North East South West
pass
4V
1,
Pass
She said the JDG staff, or trumps. Later, East scores a 59
all
6V
Pass
job specialists, establish trump trick with his 10 of
pass
a rapport with employers trumps and the slam is short Opening lead: Spade six
to see what is needed by one trick.
from potential When East leads back a er Mart. Nevertheless, it's a
employees. And when an spade at trick two, declarer better shot than a macho
employer is having a pro- should suspect that East is (inane and declarer should
And instead choose the winning line
blem with a JDG up to no good
"free finesse,"
his
trying
of
graduate - especially if declarer should hop up with
Bid with Corm
the graduate is about to his king of spades.
be fired - the job
Next, a diamond is led to South holds. 3-17-B
specialist is available to dummy's ace and a diamond
•K J 4
VKQJ 9832
help.
is ruffed low. A trump puts
•4
JDG is the model for the lead back in dummy and
•10 7
the Jobs for America's another diamond is ruffed North South
Graduates program laun- with the nine of trumps. 2 NT
ched last year by the Now it's safe to pull the ANSWER:Four clubs. Use
dummy's high Gerber to ask for aces and
Reagan administration, trumps andprovide enough then bids six or seven no
diamonds
which is trying to discards to score 12 tricks. trump, depending on North's
engender a spirit of Is the suggested play a aces.
voluntarism in the United foolproof line? No. It loses Send bridge ominous to The Aces,
P0 Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
States. Pilot programs whenever West is dealt two with sell-addressed.
stamped envelope
anothway.
under
and
10
currently
tor reply
are
diamonds and

Save $116
on a set of
four Uniroyal
Steeler
steelbeited
radials...
that's $29
off each tire

To Introduce Our Ceiling Fan Display
Featuring Over 18 Different Fans In Our
Showroom.

Prices Stet At Only

'99.95
WHOLESALE
ELECTRIC
CO.
SUPPLY
206 E. Main 753-8194

size

Reg.

Sale

Price

Price

68.95
107.95
111.95
117.95
126.95
101.95
105.95

P113.5180R-13
P205175/1.1 5
P215/75R-15
P225/75R-15
P235175/1-15
P195/75R-14
P205/7511-14

58.95
78.95
82J)5
8615
97.95
7295
7615

Savings
Each

Savings
on 4

29.00
29.00
29.00
29.00
29.00
29.00
29.00

116.00
116.00
116.00
116.00
116.00
116.00
116.00

All Prices Plus Tax and F.E.T and old tire off car
F.E.T. varies per tire from $1.91 to $3.05

'S®
21-PIECE

SHRIMP
DINNER

3.69
thru April 1 1

8-Track or Cassette Car Stereo

California Wire Wheels
14" x 6" polished chrome
basket wheel with 72 spokes.
Super sophisticated continental
style. Reg.'55.99 Ea. 1,7m-,

Save '6.02

49.97E8.

Both have tone control, balance
control, FM stereo indicator
lamp. Reg.'79.95 Ea. 84-829-0504-630-02

'51.97 Ea. 17 72118 26

15" x 6" or 15" x 7"

Your Choice
Save '19.98

59.97.

4

- -

Jerry's famous 21-Piece Shrimp Dinner includes
21 Gulf shrimp, served up crispy and golden!
Plus French fries, fresh cole slaw and a dinner
roll with butter! At this special price, it's a great
reason to...

Take Another Look at Jerry's

Snack Tray
Fits car hump;
assorted
colors.
Reg.'1.49 1135.22

Sale

Poly Sealant

LiClUid or paste, sale price %As
8 oz_ Helps
Price with sponge Less Mall-in
$2-00 clean
dk applicator.
312,42,912n 5,g
Rebate
carburetor.
Reg. 99'
Your Final
31 406-62

9

Cost

4.88

RESTAURANTS

8

Ea.

A

Jemise

Sale Price

Umit 4

C

Save on your
favorite top
quality multiviscosity
motor oil.
79.17101119.173-50

Sale Price

89

at
Limit 10

,E,c-, ,„ co,„

Prices Good Through Saturday at All OTASCO Stores & Participating Dealers.

Bel Air Ctr. Murray, Ky.
-
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32. Apts. For Rent

27. Mobile Home Sales

34. Houses for Rent

Brick home for rent
One bedroom un
with 1 'et acres Room
furnished apartment.
for horses and garden. 3
New wall to wall carpet
1 1'2 bath
re modeled kitchen. bedroom
room
breeze
Deposit and references dining
way and garage Owner
required
move in now and.
Call Spann Realty As says
will begin 1st of
soc for all your real rent
April 2300 per month.
estate needs. 753 7721
Call Century 21 Loretta
One bedroom furnished Jobs Realtors 753 1492.
apartment $85. per
plus deposit. Five bedroom .0 n Coleman Real Estate month
South. Call furnished house. 92
121
Hwy
7 5 3 9898 Has new
block from university.
753-5405.
listings You can own
Just re decorated. 753•
one! On large lots.
2967 after 5p.m.
Large attractive 3 bed28. Mobile Home Rentals
lew leash!!
room 2 bath home in
quiet country setting.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
full baseAll built ins
near Murray No pets
ment wood stove cen489-2611.
tral air. ReferenceS
Two bedroom $90.
1, 283 Soirees suits tren required. Available
month plus deposit. 1
$115.11 per so handicap April 1st Phone
mile out of city limits
Hwy 121 South. Call
pod sell. Newly csestrectef 753-1651.
house
753-5405.
at ail air, Three bedroom
corral
for rent with well.
You can rent a 2
apIllicit'
carpeted.
Private location. 345bedroom furnished
shawls. Him Mrs Mee.- 2205.
12x60 at Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
Three bedroom house
Fri. 57N-12:N Ism.
near Kentucky lake.
Norther* Or
30. Business Rentals
Completely furnished
Nerray„ly.
washer and dryer in512-15S-4W
cluded. Deposit required. Call after 5p.m.
Mini
[Nal Susie! lowtwity
753-8964.
Warehouse
Two bedroom house in
Storage Space
Hazel. Call 492-8322.
Two bedroom
For Rent
townhouse apartment. Two bedroom house
753-4758
outsre- with utility room
range
Carpeted
garden
ide storage
f r i ger a t or
spot. Marrieds only.
dishwasher
32. Apts. For Rent
washer-dryer References and deposit.
disposal
area.
New Providence
Lakeland Wesley Vill- hookup. Central heat
753- 492-8594.
age now renting 1 and air. 753-7550
bedroom elderly apar- 7559.
Rent or Lease
tments. HUD Rent Two bedroom un- 36. For
Subsidy Program. Apply furnished apartment Want to lease dark fired
L.W.V. U.S.68 at close to downtown area. tobacco. $200. per
Ben- Call 753-6756 or 435-4325.
Jonathan Creek
acre.435-4131.
ton
Ky. 42025. 502-351- You can rent furnished
8888. An Equal Housing or unfurnished apart- 37. Livestock-Supplies
Opportunity.
ment. One or two bed- Holstein calves
$115.Nice 1 bedroom fur- room from Coleman $175. 753 5927
nished apartment. Re- Real Estate 753-9898.
asonable price. Low
38. Pets-Supplies
33. Rooms for Rent
utilities. Call 753-3949.
AK C Yorkshire
One and 2 bedroom One block from MSU.
Terriers 8 weeks old. 2
apartments near down- Living room
kitchen
males 1 female $1.50. 1
town Murray. Call 753- and laundry facilities.
AKC Yorkshire Terrier
436-2844.
or
4109
Boys only. $60. deposit
good
4 years old
breeder. $200. 753-8046
Small nice furnished $60. per month. 759-4538.
apartment. Single only. Sleeping rooms for rent
Inquire 100 S. 13th St. with kitchen privilege. 41. Public Sale
Call 753-9138 or 753-5292.
Murray.
Furniture microwave
coffee table
couch
odds and ends. 1400
Sycamore Street
anytime
Garage Sale March 18
and 19 from 8 5. 7 miles
past drive-in on 121S.
glassware
Antiques
clothes toys and lots
o
miscellaneous.
Moving Sale- 6 month
old couch and chair
new 134). color t.v.
FM-AM portable stereo
vanity and
cassette.
StOol. lamps _srystat
12x64 Two bedroom all
nice $3800
electric
753-1873.
12)45 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
12x70 Festival. 3 bed
centtal
2 bath
room
a
un
conditioning unit
derpinning included.
753 5561.

IT
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Sale Continues Through
Sat. April 3rd

We have had such a tremendous
response to these specials that we
have bought several more truck
loads.

1

$4.95 per sheet
240 lb. roof shingles......... $16.95 sq.
$1.95 roll
Roll Roofing
$23.95 sq.
12" x 16 ft. lap siding
$10.95 sheet
4x8 Rustic Pine siding
516 in. Particle Board
$3.95 skeet
199
2s4 Studs
$34.95
Interior pre-hung deers
30 inch vanities with top
$39 95
Counter tops (butcher block almond and other
popular colors
$2 95 per lenier foot
$34.95
White commodes

2 Plywood
1
/

black pearl ring with
diamonds. Must sell.
Best offer. 759-9505.
Fri. 9-5
Thurs.
Wed.
Hwy 9.4E in Valley
Drive In Parking Lot.

43;Real Estate

LUCKY STRIKE
SALVAGE
817 Peri: bed
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
247-3276

William

Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only
-Evening Hours Available
1653 Calloway Ave. 753-1914

for sale by
owner 6 rooms and
built in garage.
bath
Completely furnished
1st class. Priced $35 000
759-4702.
House for sale on 280 3
miles from lake. Owner
financing. $3000 down.
436-2658.
Office
home or boat
Own this 4 bedroom
house or private office
building with room for
expansion. Zoned B 1.
Air condition and gas
heat. Large tree shaded
lot. Detached brick
garage. Priced at $42
500. Ken Shores Estates. 753-7531.
On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
garage and dock. $47
500. 436-2102.
-Small 2 bedroom house
in country. $7000. Call
'753-8014.
Howse

REAL ESTATE
Western Cedar 3
BR 2 bath home
with spacious living area and extremely functional
kitchen. Central
heat plus
economical wood
stove, extra room
for work and play;
triple garage with
outside storage,
PLUS 14 beautiful
acres, located on
paved road
Highway 444, ONLY 39,900 - come
make your offer!
Spann Realty
Associates, Inc.
753-7724.
No strain to own
this two bedroom
brick - 814.06 per
square foot. Spill
proof breakfast
room for your eager
little eaters. Outside storage for
bikes, tools and
toys Only one value
like this - don't
miss out! Dial 7531492 - Century 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

47. Motorcycles

Strout.
Reek,
,1•012111.11111.• rat.
•••••

Office Cmst t. Coco
isms hem Everywhere
Rshehie Service Since 1900
1912 CeNweter lead
Remy,Itewhicky 42071
(502) 753-6186
A-.
JOE L. 1111110111
Broker
ticeesed II loaded

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house
2
Carpet throughout
large living
baths
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call /89-2145
or 753-2493.
Assumable like new 2
year old home. Fenced
heat
garage
in yard
pump plus extras. Call
owner 753 8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759-1707.
new extra
By owner
nke 4 bedroom house.

Spacious large rooms.
Must see to fully appreciate. Will except
any reastnable offer.
Call 753-3903.
For rent or sale 3
basement
bedroom
in Buchanan.
fireplace
$250. month. 1-901-2328661.

1981 2 door
Lincoln Town
Car Signature
series , loaded,
moon roof, 22
MPG, electronic
fuel injection 52. Boats-Motors
special over- 3 tlft. Fiberglas
houseboat on Kentucky
drive. Two year lake.
$7000. or land
warranty.
exchange. 753-4718.
Glastron 15ft. run•a
Listt $22,800
bout. Walk through
power tilt
windshield
Now $14,500
60 Evinrude motor
753-7113
winter cover. $2500. Call

1976 Harley Davidson
Bicentennial Special
Edition. Low miles
good shape. $2400. 7531742.
1978 250 Yamaha. Call
after 6p.m. 437-4126.
1 9 7 8 Yamaha 650
Special. Call 753-9181 or
395-7473.
1979 Kawasakj 400 LTD
Classic. Low mileage
Honda ATC 3-wheeler.
Call after 6p m.
435-4499.
1982 ATC 185 S. 4
excellent
months old
1978 Audi. 4 door SO 000
condition 753-8555.
local
27mpg.
miles
car. 759-4588 or 753 7637.
48. Auto Services
Civic. Low
Import Auto Salvage 1978 Honda
excellent
mileage
used
parts.
and
new
shape. Call 753-3027.
474 2325.
4 door
Over 50 rebuilt auto- 1978 Impala.
matic transmissions in good condition
90 day un- wholesale. Call 753 9872.
stock
conditional warranty. 1979 Ford Rancher.
Reynolds Trans- Silver red interior air
8-track tape
missions Hwy 69 North condition
player. Call 753 2330
Paris Tn. 901-612-2572.
Used Volkswagon parts 753-7703.
at Duane's Place. Hours 1979 Spirit. 6 cylinder
power steering
air
8-6p.m. /35 4272.
26 000 miles 4 speed
wholesale 1803 College
49. Used Cars
Fm. Rd.
1979 Trans Am 10th
Anniversary. Black
1981 Cities: new tires good condiIroeghent 10,000 tion. 16500. 1972 Vega.
$325. 759-9827.
mks, Re new.
1981 Datsun 310 G X.
Perfect condition. $5000.
Call 753-7853.
SURPLUS JEEPS $65
Oldsmobile
CARS $89 TRUCK $100.
Peeling
Similar bargains
available. Call for your
Cease
directory on how to
puchase. 602-998-0575
1406W. Mein
Ext. 5067 Call
753-5311_
Refundable.

Purdom's

1974 Buick Century,aur._
good condition. Call
759-99115.
1974 Charger Specie' _
Edition. Air condition.Call 753-0175.
1974 Dodge Dart Sport. 1
owner car. 43 000 actual
miles. $1500. Call 753os

PERFECT
FIRST HOME
Recently remodel.
d
n
da
e
redecorated. This
2 bedroom home
has an electric
floor furnace for
winter and a nice
wooden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in
the $20's.

1975 Comet. Good condition. 51700. 753.0648.
1976 Chevy Malibu 4
large game room.
door. $1295. Firm. 759Private setting and
1801.
convenient location
Phone KOPPERUD 1976 Pontiac Catalina. 4
good solid car.
door
REALTY 753-1222.
489-2266 after 5p.m.

I
Use our classifieds QUICK!"
PHONE 7534916
Cost:
1-14 Words For 3 Days
$4.50

14 Kt. Gold

14 Kt. Gold

Earrings

Diamond
leg. $75.00

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.
lamed kw Ytei Protection
bade & lewd Gebel
TankTwil iteelkwy Tossbaset

Black 1 year old toy
poodle. 753-6975.
Will give away 3 kittens
a
their mother. Have long
hair. 753-8147.
part German
Puppies
Shephard Huskie and
Collie. 436-2507 after
5:30p.frt---

Gold
Chains
14 and 180.

11 /-2

Price

- 2 Ct. Reg. $12,560
Sale Price $
14 Kt.

Gold
Floating
Hearts
$295

Diamond
Rings

HOME OWNED &
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1917
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED

1/2

. 2- 753-3914
4

14 Kt. Gold
All

Stone
Rings

11 /2

Price

Large Selection

All

TERMITE CONTROL

Gents
s
"
We Will Also
Buy Scrap
Gold 8 Silver

Price

All

1/2

Price

MMMMMMMMIMIBOMMO

One Week Only

The Tailor Shop

S Gold 8 Silver
Wholesale Jewelers Inc.

Corner Mayfield Road :( I)HIson.tit..
719-1177
1600 Dodson Ave.

I
I
I (lothina

56. Free Column

2 Ct. Ladies Solitaire Ring

Ancrulinns
t:writs
('talon)Serrino;

I *ape,'

I Rather •rownts, Chaps. Vests
mark Powder Jae-kola & Shirts
EllItTgefk lee taken Carl'
The

'IMOlely

Impassibir wr Now
.o.lev Nike a IIUI, karwer
AU Garments Steam l'ressert Iten.l. I.. Wes r
1lel woo LcIlis'•'Mout),Sulon & !ill. Slmt ii

Mon. thru Sat. 9-9
Sun. 10-6
•

•

Earrings

Reg. $40.00

Leaf Pendants
Earrings
$295

We do windows also.

r
.I

Tree Work. Topping
and taking
trimming
down. 436-2172.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubS. Firewood. 753
5476.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
work .completely
dry
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
Ky.
409 A Paducah
42001 or call 442-7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.
Window Cleaning fast
service. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free estimates. 753-7140.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Genuine 24 Kt.
Gold Dipped

100 S. 13TH ST.. MURRAY,KY '

"Get on the stick,

Alesime Service Ca.
Ilona= al rig) sitieg,
testes trio welt.
Menaces. tall Will Eh
Dailey, 15.14613.

5495

Hobbs Building
Maintenance
753-3317

dial

St. Patrick says,

BIALT-UP & SHINGLES
Refereaces. All work
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Coll 7591859 or 753-6581.

753-9274 after 5p.m.
Sears boat motor 7 Vzhp.
tank and bilge pump. I will care for your child
Al condition. Call 759- 6a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Fri.
By week day or hour.
1987.
Located in Hardin.
Good atmosphere. 75353. Services Offered
6268.
Asphalt driveways and
& K STUMP R EMOparking lots sealed by K
Do you need
VAL
Sears. For free esstumps removed from
timates call 753-2310.
your yard or land
Bete and brNI- range cleared of stumps? We
elements dryer belts
can remove stumps up
all makes. Rowland to 24 inches below the
Refrigeration Sales and ground
leaving only
Service. 753-2825.
sawdust and chips. Call
CARPENTER SE R - for free estimates. Bob
VICE. New homes
Kemp 435-1343 or Bob
custom kit- Kemp Jr 435-4319.
additions
all remodeling. Licensed electrician for
chens
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
residential and combrick. mercial. Heating and
Concrete block
21 years experience. No air condition
gas injob to large or small. stallation and repair.
Free estimates. Call Phone 753-7203.
753-5/76.
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
car prices?* Keep your
car and imagine a new
opisecond
o
Need
interior. Tell us what
nion? local
you want. Will make
references. Coll Hugh
your car as nice as any
Cletimml. 759-1718 or new one. Bill's Upholstery behind DO.
753-8076.
753-8085.

needs call

Porde. Thorsen
Inseraace
Reel Estate
Seothsido Court Sq.
Merrily, Keeticky
753,4451

ROOFING

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474 2359 nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears *3-2310 for free
estimate.
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping
ing shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
sEnvrcr- for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
P & 0 Lawn Service. We
are now giving estimates on lawn mowing
service and small
tree service. Call 4362997 or 436-2315.
Professional painting
compaperhanging
residential
mercial
farm
interior-exterior
estimates.
buildings
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Sammy Tidwell Painting and Contracting.
Experienced interior
and exterior painting.
Free -estimates. Call
753-4686 or 753-0487.

Jewelry Show

For all your carpet cleaning

THAT'S INCREDIBLE...$35,000 for a
home, stock barn,
orchard and 30
acres, too!!! The
Price is right and
You Asked For It so
dial CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492
and Let's Make A
Deal...Toda y .

Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
with deep
can be done
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.
FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call 354-6127. Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
your electrical, plumbwell pumps heating
ing
air conditioning
painting and insulating
needs. Call 753-9673.

sole $ 1 495

Spring Is Here!

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1960 Chevy pickup. Ex
1964 1frt Mustang
extra cellent condition. 753
Original ,body
5561.
new tires air
clean
ellcellent condition
1967 Chevy pickup_ 0
straight shit/
cylinder
Classic. 753 6568
1969 Pontiac LeMans. Short step side bed
Good condition. Call
350 runs good headers
753-8121
400 turbo trans mags
body in fair shape. $675. 1973 Ford Van. 12
full power
Phone passengers
or best offer
and air. Good condition
436 5519.
1972 Grand Torino. 2 $1700. Call 753-7170 after
power 5p.m.
door hardtop
air
steering brakes
1976 Ford truck 6 cylin
new tires. Good condi- der. 753-0123 or 436 5433.
tion. 753-8)24.
1979 Ford F 100 Ranger
1973 Toyota 4 door XLT. Power steering
sliding back
wagon. Only 5000 miles brakes
since re-built engine. 26 glass tool keeper lots
miles per gallon. of chrome. Excellent
Automatic transmis- condition! $4700. Call
after 5p.m. 435 4354.
sion. 436-2146.
• 1 9 8 0
Ford Van
customized for camping. 759-1359 759-4577.
Car hauler -Chevrolet
151 automatic with air.
Needs paint. $3800. 3822832 Graves Co.
Jeeps- Government
Surplus listed for $3 196.
sold for $4400. For
information call 312-9311961 Ext. 1774.

Three bedroom home on
Hwy 94. Formal dining
living room
room

222
.
7512

SO. Used Trucks

48. Used Cars

M.Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate

vame..

,
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Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

753-7113

01111411100••••••1....4,
.
4 6001
.
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FROM THE FIRST TIME EVER

MICHELSON

- --

FRI MARCH 19TH 10a m 8p m

MICHELSON JEWELERS IN UNION CITY, TENNESSEE JANUARY 27, 1982.

3DAYS ONLY!
23 BIG HOURS
FRIDAY, MARCH 19TH 10a.m.-8p.m.
SATURDAY, MARCH 20TH 10a.m.-6p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 21ST lp.m.-5p.m.
WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY
TO PREPARE FOR THIS SALE. -

UP TO75700FT
CASH OR
BANK CARDS
90 DAY
NO-INTEREST
CHARGE

_FREE GIFT
WE WILL GIVE AWAY ONE
14K GOID
OF OUR FIRST FIFTY CUSTOMERS EACH DAY
OF THIS SALE

SAT MARCH 20TH lam 6p m

SUN MARCH 21ST 1p m 5p m

ON JANUARY 27, 1982 OUR UNION CITY TENNESSEE STORE WAS DESTROYED
BY FIRE, SMOKE & WATER. VERY LITTLE OF OUR MERCHANDISE WAS DAMAGED
SINCE IT WAS LOCATED IN OUR VAULT. HOWEVER WE WERE FORCED INTO NEW
MUCH SMALLER TEMPORARY QUARTERS. NEW DIAMOND AND
JEWELERY MERCHANDISE PURCHASED BEFORE JANUARY 27TH IS SCHEDULED
TO ARRIVE AT ANY DAY AND WE SIMPL"i-DO NOT HAVE ROOM FOR IT AU. I
WE HAVE BROUGHT THIS AND OTHER MERCHANDISE TO MURRAY AND...

WE NOW OFFER FOR PUBUC SALE
k HUGE COLLECTION OF FIRE DISTRESSED
- BUT NOT DAMAGED,DIAMOND-AND
JEWELERY ITEMS ALONG WITH CLOSEOUT AND
MANUFACTURES OVERRUNS AT SAVINGS UP TO 75%
,\\\A

14K GOLD BEADS

—

umn- 6 PER CUSTOMER

7 mm

NOW 259

—6- M M

tocmd 199

5MM

P46•V 1 29

Keepsake

--

DISCONTINUED
ENGAGEMENT RINGS AND
WEDDING BANDS

4 mm >Now .69
mm o Now .49

40%OFF

SAVINGS FROM 40% TO 75%

DISCOUNTS
aliat

(WITH 50% DOWN)
SORRY NO LAYAWAYS DURING THIS SALE

EVERY LADIES
DIAMOND
CLUSTER

ALL DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES

0%
75%
OFF

40%
75%
OFF

40%
75%
OFF

ty

l 30% to 50%
4.,OFF ALL FAMOUS
NAME BRAND
WATCHES
...SEIKO, CITIZENS,
& PULSAR...FULLY
GUARANTEED

*EXCLUDING KEEPSAKE

ALL 14 K. GOLD
CHAINS &
EARRINGS

OVER 100
to TO CHOOSE FROM'

EVERY GENTS
DIAMOND RING

40%
75%
OFF

0%
75%
OFF

NOTHING HELD BACK!
.11.0 1,1116 BELAIR CENTER, MURRAY

4

COLORED PRINT
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